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1. MACRO-REGIONAL RELATIONS: POSITION OF THE DATORWAY AREA
The Danube River is an important factor for economic, urban, cultural and historical
development of Bulgaria - 470 km the longest river in the EU are natural border between
Bulgaria and Romania, the factor of effective European cooperation, as well as national and
regional development based on potential of the river to intensify agriculture through
irrigation, development of industries with linked to cheap water-borne transport, shipping,
port activities, seasonal recreation and cultural tourism.
The Bulgarian part of the project area covers all 8 districts (NUTS 3 regions) bordering the
Danube, which are part of the two NUTS 2 regions, comprising 75 municipalities and 1158
localities with a total area of 27 892,5 km2 or 25,1% of Bulgaria, as follows:
-

Part of the Northwestern Region, including the districts bordering the Danube river:
Vidin (11 municipalities); Montana (11 municipalities); Vratsa (10 municipalities);
Pleven – (11 municipalities).

-

Part of the North Central Region comprising of districts with the following centres:
Veliko Tarnovo (10 municipalities); Ruse (8 municipalities); Silistra (7
municipalities), Razgrad (7 municipalities).
Fig.1. Map of the scope of the Bulgarian part of the DATORWAY Area

The position of the project territory, assessed on individual socio-economic indicators is
situated in a different manner in the national territory. This can largely be determined by the
resources and potentials available to the region concerned.
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The region is relatively poor in terms of ores and minerals and energy resources, as well as of
forest resources because of its being situated in the so-called Danubean Plain of Bulgaria. Its
main potential is the agriculture land resource.
The population of the Bulgarian DATORWAY area (2008) stands at a total of 1554,9
thousand people or 20,4% of the Bulgarian population. Demographic characteristics are
degraded compared to the average ones of the country.
Bulgarian part of the DATORWAY area is characterized as relatively the most backward in
terms of economic development within the country. The GDP produced in the Project Area
(2007) amounts to 7199,1 million BGN or 14,6% of the total GDP of Bulgaria. GDP per
capita in 2007 was 67% of the average national figure. The employment rate in 2008 is 44.0%
as the national average is 51%.
Table 1: Main indicators for the demographic, social and economic development of
Project area and Bulgaria, 2008

Indicators, 2008
Number of municipalities
Population (inh)
Territory, sq.km
Arable land (ha)
Arable land per capita (ha per inh.)
Number of Enterprises
Number of Enterprises/1000 inh.
Employed persons
Employment rate
Unempolyment rate
GDP in thousand BGN - 2007
GDP per capita (BGN) - 2007
GVA, Agriculture and forestry,% - 2007
GVA, Industry, % - 2007
GVA, Services, % - 2007
Tourist accommodation establishments (Number)
Number of beds
Night spent in accommodation establishments
(Number)
Share of Employment in Hotels and Restourants
Expenditures on the protection and restoration of
environment thous. BGN

Project
% of DAT
Bulgaria
Area (DAT)
area from BG
Total
in Bulgaria
total
75
264
28.4%
1 554 942 7 606 551
20.4%
27 892
111 002
25.1%
1 653 981 3 060 543
54.0%
1.06
0.40
264.4%
49 720
307 831
16.2%
31.98
40.47
79.0%
308 734 2 266 485
13.6%
44.0%
51.0%
7.8%
5.6%
7 199 073 49 360 950
14.6%
4630
6411
72.2%
23.3%
13.4%
28.3%
29.3%
28.7%
16.6%
47.4%
57.9%
12.9%
225
3217
7.0%
10 443
239 706
4.4%
775 788 18 295 403

4.2%

2.8%

4.2%

10.8%

131 336

1 685 584

7.8%

Source: National Statistical Institute (NSI)

In the agricultural sector of the Project area have generated about 23% of national gross
value added. Factor for this is high quality land resources, opportunities for irrigation (which
is not fully exploited), the presence of major consumption centers, export conditions on the
Danube, etc.
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The industrial sector in the Project Area consists of many subsectors. At national level the
project area is specialized in the production of oil and industrial minerals, Manufacture of
machinery and equipment n.e.c. (20.6% of the national production), Other manufacturing, and
repair and installation of machinery and equipment (14.8%), Manufacture of food products,
beverages and tobacco products (19.2%), Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
(17.5%), Manufacture of textiles, wearing apparel, leather and related products (15.7%
Extremely rich natural and cultural heritage of the project area are important prerequisites for
effective development of tourism. A significant part of the premises, however, are
insufficiently developed. Marked attention to the rich cultural and historical potential and its
full utilization is a promising direction in the development of the area. Despite the potentials
the tourism is underdeveloped. The tourism development characteristics are the following:
-

Tourism employs 2,8% of the total number of employed and hired people in the
Project Area, the relative share being commensurate with the national level indicators;

-

11 mineral springs out of a total of 102 springs in Bulgaria were discovered but hardly
three of them are used in spa tourism;

-

There are 225 accommodation facilities with 10443 beds;

-

There are 15 eco-trails, 2 eco parks and 2 winter ski resorts completed and in
operation;

-

There are 22 vocational schools majoring in tourism out of 96 similar schools in
Bulgaria.

In the Project area are situated 4 of about 12 university centers in the country with technical,
humanitarian, medical profile and in the field of national security. University of Svishtov has
traditions and was established in 30th of the last century, while those in Pleven, Veliko
Tarnovo and Ruse were found after 1960.
The location of the project area in terms of transport gives opportunities for all transport
modes (road, rail, water, air, multimodal) and the passage of three important pan-European
transport corridors. The opportunities are not realized to the necessary extent and the area is
characterized by low density of road infrastructure, transport infrastructure amortized, underutilization of airports and the Danube ports.
Currently, however, the role of the river is underestimated in the economic life of the country.
The River Danube is still acting as a frontier of Bulgaria rather than as a factor for economic
development and transnational cooperation.

1. SPATIAL STRUCTURE, SETTLEMENT SYSTEM
Classification of settlements by type
As of 2008 1158 out of 5 305 settlements in Bulgaria are within the geographical scope of the
Bulgarian DATORWAY Area, 518 of which are located in the Northwestern NUTS 2 Region
and 640 settlements in the areas bordering the Danube River from the North Central NUTS 2
Region. 71 settlements have the status of cities, while 1087 have the status of villages.
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Fig. 2: Settlement Network in Bulgarian DATOURWAY Area

Settlement density
Given the average national values of the settlement density indicator of 4,8 settlements per
100 km2, its values for the Project Area show 3,1 settlements per 100 km2. The settlement
network in Vidin District is more dense in the Northwestern Region (4,7 settlements per 100
km2), while in the North Central Region the settlement network of Veliko Tarnovo (7,2
settlements per 100 km2) has greater density. Pleven District has lower density of the
settlement network in the Northwestern Region (2,6 settlements per 100 km2 ) similarly to
Ruse District in the North Central Region (2,9 settlements per 100 km2 ).
Urbanisation characteristics of the project territory
The most widely used classification of settlements in social and economic studies and spatial
planning in particular is based on the indicator “population size” or the so-called “urban
planning” classification system of settlements as presented below.
The picture of the urban development of the Project area is not significantly different from
that of the country as a whole, but there are certain individual characteristics.
Table 2: Classification of cities and villages in the Bulgarian Project Area by population
size – 2008
NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3 Districts

Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District

Number of cities
Medium
Small
Up 30000
Up 10000
to 100000
to 30000
inh.
inh.

Big
Up 100000
to 200000
inh.

1
1

3
1
1
1
-

8
2
3
3

Very small
To 10000
inh.

Big
Up 2000
to 5000 inh.

25
6
5
4
10

17
1
7
9

Number of villages
Medium
Small
Up 1000
Up 250
to 2000
to 1000
inh.
inh.

69
5
17
17
30

Very small
To 250 inh.

235
48
56
70
61

160
81
49
21
9
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Total

51
14
13
12
12

North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Rousse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area (DAT)
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DR from BG

1
1
2
4
50.0%

5
3
1
1
8
26
30.8%

2
1
1
9
45
20.0%

26
10
8
3
5
52
177
29.4%

18
4
5
3
6
35
142
24.6%

66
21
15
16
14
135
463
29.2%

234
73
43
53
65
469
2043
23.0%

288
224
11
41
12
448
2399
18.7%

Source: NSI. Current population statistics. 2008

Urban characteristic of the Danube region


The degree of urbanization in the region is relatively low - 62.5 percent, with an average
71.1 percent for the country (2008).



In cities - centers of the 8 districts – NUTS3 (Vidin, Montana, Vratsa, Pleven, Veliko
Tarnovo, Rousse, Razgrad and Silistra), live 36.5% of the total population of the area.



The region has a 71 cities.



There are two major cities over 100 thousand people - Rousse (157.0 thousand) and
Pleven (112.4 thousand), the undisputed leader in urban development.



There are six medium-sized cities over 30 thousand people - centers of areas: Veliko
Tarnovo (67.0 thousand), Vratsa (61.5 thousand), Vidin (50.2 thousand), Montana (45
eight thousand), Silistra (38.3 thousand) and Razgrad (35.0 thousand).



There are three cities over 25 thousand people that complement and balance the regional
centers - Svishtov (35.4 thousand), Gorna Oryahovitsa (32.8 thousand) and Lom (25
thousand).



There are 8 small towns with over 10 thousand people: Berkovitsa (14.1 thousand),
Kozloduy (14.1 thousand), Red Beach (14.0 thousand), Byala Slatina (12.6 thousand) ,
Knezha (11.4 thousand) Pavlikeni (11.4 thousand), Mezdra (11.0 thousand) and Levski
(10.7 thousand).



The remaining 52 cities are very small - less than 10 thousand people.



The area is relatively saturated cities - centers and Rocker: 11.

The organization of the urban network in the region outlines three types of areas:


highly urbanized areas near big cities (Ruse, Pleven), characterized by a developed
industrial sector functions and services, communications and high population density,



highly urbanized areas of medium-sized cities (Veliko Tarnovo, Vratsa, Vidin, Montana,
Silistra Lovech, Gabrovo, Razgrad, Svishtov, Lom and Gorna Oryahovitsa) having the
functions of basic centers on the organization of territory, economic growth as a condition
for development. There is concentrated and socio-cultural activities in the region,



less peripheral urban areas with low population density and scattered settlements (villages
and towns), primarily agricultural orientation, with big distance from major cities and
natural habitats that are not built, natural areas without human settlements that are spared
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64
33
8
11
10
115
530
21.8%

from significant human intervention and are rich in beautiful nature and biodiversity and
balance of nature.

The even distribution of the villages, small towns and the medium cities contrasts to nonevent
distribution of big cities. The largest city - Rousse (157 thousand people) is located within the
peripheral region on Dnube River, while Pleven (112.4 thousand people) is located centrally.
Next six medium-sized cities, ditrict centers (with a population of 30 thousand to 100
thousand people) - Veliko Tarnovo, Vratsa, Vidin, Montana, Silistra and Razgrad, are
relatively evenly located over the area, supplemented by three cities with populations over 25
thousand (Svishtov, Lom and Gorna Oryahovitsa). In the western part of the project area there
are no large cities. This to some extent unbalance of the urban network determines the uneven
distribution of population on the territory and therefore uneven socio-economic development.
Big cities of Ruse, Pleven and Veliko Tarnovo form agglomerations - under the industrial
production and transportation and secondly through the tourist activity. Agglomeration areas
are formed around secondary cities - district centers too. Periphery is emerging in the western
and eastern parts of the Project area, despite the presence of secondary cities - district centers:
Vidin, Montana, Razgrad and Silistra. The medium size cities had complementary functions
in the hard economic transition over the past two decades, their functions are somewhat of
regional importance. Other cities in the peripheral part of the project territory is small and
very small towns in the countryside. In this category cities it seens the high average
population decline.
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These particularities of the urban network in the Project area determine intraregional
differences - differences between regions and between municipalities. These differences are
mainly due to varying degree in urban development. Firstly, it should be noted the difference
between Ruse and Pleven on one side and other areas around, on the other. These two cities
concentrate a large part of the population (270 thousand inhabitants or 27.7% of urban
population and 17.3 % of the total population of the Project area) and versatile functions in
the field of economy, transport, trade, tourism, science, education, culture. Secondly it may
indicate the difference between the two east located districts of Razgrad and Silistra, and both
west located districts of Vidin and Montana adjacent to the central regions of Veliko Tarnovo,
and Vratsa. This difference is also due to the more developed and with larger population
centers in the central districts of Veliko Tarnovo, and Vratsa, compared to smaller cities centers of the western areas and even small towns - centers of the eastern areas.
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Intra-regional disparities between municipalities in the Project Area are more expressive and
are determined by the size and importance of cities - municipal centers. In practice, these are
differences between small, medium and large cities.
With few exceptions in almost all localities in the Project area the population reduce and not
only in villages but in towns, even in big cities. This indicates a general decline in urban
development (both quantitative and qualitative terms).
The National Regional Development Strategy of the Republic of Bulgaria for 2007-2015 and
Operational Programme Regional Development 2007-2013 lay down the agglomeration areas
in Bulgaria as important areas to be supported as growth centers. The agglomeration areas in
the Project Area are around the two of the 6 cities in Bulgaria, i.e. Ruse and Pleven. In
addition, the scope of 6 more agglomeration areas of medium-sized cities and cities with over
20 000 people were defined, i.e. Veliko Tarnovo, Vratsa, Vidin, Montana, Svishtov and Lom.
Fig. 3. Agglomeration areals

3. NATIONAL TOURIST DEVELOPMENT CONCEPTS, PROGRAMS
3.1. Policies promoting tourism development
Tourism is perceived as one of the priority sectors of Bulgarian economy. Its potential is
demonstrated by its contribution to GDP, export and foreign exchange receipts as well as job
creation. The importance of tourism to the national economy, rich tourist resources and
weaknesses in the use of potentials are at the heart of many national and regional strategies
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and action plans developed over the years. They are developed in accordance with the
requirements of the National Tourism Act (2004). Such documents are:
 National Strategy for Tourism Development 2006 -2009
 National Strategy for sustainable tourism development in Bulgaria 2009-2013;
 Strategic Plan for the development of cultural tourism in Bulgaria (2009);
- Municipal programs for tourism development.
In the current regional and municipal development plans (for the period 2007-2013) are
presented the sections for tourism development. There are estimated tourism resources
(natural and anthropogenic character) available to the territory, the established tourist
infrastructure and the role of tourism for socio-economic development of the region or
municipality. Greater attention to the situation and prospects for tourism development is given
in the planning documents of the municipalities and regions, including established tourist
destinations - Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Pleven, Vidin, Varshets Berkovitsa Belogradchik,
Ivanovo, Elena, and NPP others.
Meaningful scope of projects included in plans and programs may be differentiated in two
main areas, namely:
-

Projects directly related to tourism development, including actions and events
concerning the effective use of available tourism resources, development of tourism
infrastructure, marketing and advertising, promoting regional partnerships; supporting
the setting up and operation of regional tourism organizations for the management of
tourism regions; creating regional tourist products; tourist information centers, etc.;.

-

Projects related to infrastructure development, supporting the development of tourism
- transport and communication, social, environmental and others.

Another important step in the tourism development and management policy of the Bulgarian
DATOURWAY Area, as a result of the national focus of this policy, is the setting up of
regional tourism registries as part of the National Tourism Registry.
During the 2007-2013 programming period important for the development of tourism have
the documents for absorption of ERDF and EAFRD:
 Operational Programme “Regional Development” and especially Priority Axis 3
“Sustainable development of tourism”.
Operational Programme “Regional Development”2007-2013 (Priority Axis 3 “Sustainable
development of tourism” contributes to develop the tourism product in an environmentally
and economically sustainable way: The aim is to widen the spatial spread of tourism and its
benefits in regionally more balanced way, to contribute to the economic diversification of
regions and to ensure opportunities for sustainable growth both at regional and national level.
The focus will be at sustainable tourism development based on product and market
diversification and better and more even use of tourism potential. The priority seeks to
improve the business environment and to provide investment solutions that promote tourism
and business development by developing tourist attractions and related infrastructure,
socialising and modernizing tourist sites, broadening and improving destination marketing,
enhancing the market intelligence within tourism industry and policy and strengthening
partnership between different actors. The priority address the objectives that emphasizes the
rich and diverse natural and cultural heritage, recognizes tourism’s contribution to national
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growth, interprets tourism as one of the main elements of the local development potential and
one of the engines of regional and local development and calls for strengthening the regional
dimension of product development, emphasizing on its role for economic diversification
especially in rural areas as well as for the protection and utilization of natural and cultural
heritage.
Activities to be supported under this priority are structured in 3 operations that are described
in more details below. The operations are:
 Operation 3.1: Enhancement of Tourism Attractions and Related Infrastructure
 Operation 3.2: Regional Tourism Product Development and Marketing of
Destinations
 Operation 3.3: National Tourist Marketing
Operation 3.1 aims to support tourism-related interventions in all municipalities with
population above 10 000 inhabitants. The operation will also support interventions related to
cultural monuments of national and world importance (approximately 1500) situated on the
whole territory of the country according to the classification of the National Institute for
Cultural Monuments. The operation 3.1 will not support interventions in the municipalities
with overdeveloped mass tourism areas suffering from big pressure on physical and social
environment (Black sea coast, biggest ski-resorts, the capital Sofia and Plovdiv). The all
eligible municipalities are presented in the map below:

Operation 3.2 aims to support activities related to product development and destinations
marketing of regional scope and impact on the whole territory of the country.
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Operation 3.3 aims to enhance the effectiveness and impacts of national marketing efforts and
related activities, market intelligence and transparency to facilitate diversification of tourist
products and markets and sustainable tourism development.
 The National Rural Development Programme 2007-2013.
Tourism development in municipalities in rural areas is in accordance with a targeted policy
implemented in Bulgaria under the EU Rural Development Programme. There are 29
municipalities in the Project Area which are eligible for receiving funding for rural tourism
projects, 7 of which in Vidin District, 6 in Montana District, 4 in Vratsa District, 2 in each of
the districts of Pleven, Veliko Tarnovo and Ruse and 3 in Silistra District. An important
requirement for the financial support of investment projects under Measure 3.1.3. of Priority
Axis 3 of the Rural Development Programme is that these projects be consistent with the
measures envisaged in the Municipal Development Plans for 2007 -2013.
There are over 15 zoning schemes for tourism potential and development in Bulgaria.
One of the proposed classifications (consistent with tourism resources, existing infrastructure
and acquired experience in offering tourist products) is Bulgaria to be divided into eight major
tourist area covering the whole country. The aim is to present each of them easily
recognizable, unique and attractive tourist destination. The tourism regions into which the
Bulgarian DATOURWAY Area is divided are as follows1:

1

-

Danubian tourism region: main tourism type – cultural tourism complemented by
cruise, river, ornithological, wine-tasting and adventurous tourism (The region is
colored in yellow in the map below);

-

Stara Planina Mountain Region: main tourism type – ecotourism and educational
tourism complemented by rural, spa, balneological and cultural tourism (The region is
colored in green in the map below);

-

Old Capital Cities of Bulgaria Region: main tourism type – cultural and educational
one complemented by ecotourism. (The region is colored in orange in the map below).

State Agency for Tourism. Tourist zoning of Bulgaria. 2008.
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The National strategy for cultural tourism development adopted at the end of 2009 divides
the territory of Bulgaria into 12 loci (local cultural systems - locus) based on natural and
cultural heritage resources. The Project Area is within the scope of three of these loci (in
terms of saturation of sites of significant heritage), namely:
-

“Petrified Forest”,

-

“Along the banks of the Danube River”, and,

-

“Towns of the Bulgarian National Revival”.

The status and prospects for tourism development in this time period receive greater attention
in the planning documents of the municipalities and regions with recognized tourist
destinations such as the municipalities of Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Pleven, Vidin, Varshets,
Berkovitsa, Belogradchik, Ivanovo, Elena, Kozlodui, etc. Tourism development projects in
the territorial units (districts and municipalities) of the Bulgarian DATOURWAY Area are
included both in tourism development strategies and plans and in District Development
Strategies and Local Development Plans for 2007-2013.
Issues pertaining to the implementation of tourism development projects in the Bulgarian
Project Area:
 Underdeveloped tourist infrastructure in the municipalities and districts of the Project
Area where the projects supported financially by various EU funding programmes are
being implemented;
 Poor condition of the existing tourism infrastructure (poor quality of tourist
accommodation facilities and food establishments in the municipalities which are not
among the recognized tourist destinations);
 Insufficient and underdeveloped auxiliary tourism infrastructure, first and foremost
transport, communications and other technical infrastructure;
 Shortcomings of the policy on tourism advertising and promotion of tourism resources
and the tourist product due to the complementary functions of tourism in the municipal
and regional social and economic environment in the Project Area.
3.2. Vision, expectations from the DATOURWAY project
Despite the recommendations and good intentions to develop alternatives to traditional tourist
products and traditional and already overdeveloped resorts, the development of such kind of
tourism (cultural, eco, health, adventure, etc.) has been limited and even “statistically
imperceptible”. For many potential attractions it has not been possible to exploit their
potential (to be able to ensure enough visitors with longer stay) and the related local tourism
infrastructure is incomplete, outdated, worn-out or missing. In addition, Bulgarian inland and
Danube areas are not very popular tourist destinations and there is a need to create positive
regional image. At the same time the developed areas are facing difficulties in product
diversification, extension of market segments, ensuring higher revenues, longer season and
increased accommodation occupancy rates. Moreover, the existing attractions and products
are promoted separately and not as a part of bigger regional products. Cooperation and joint
efforts for tourism development at local, regional and national level remain limited. As a
result many areas are developed mainly as “stops” and not as real tourism destinations, thus
not be able to ensure longer visitors’ stay and related economic benefits2.
2

Bulgaria. OP “Regional Development” 2007-2013
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As noted in the application from of the DATOURWAY project the Danube river potential for
tourism development is not sufficiently used in its southeastern part. There is a need to take
common actions and to improve the ecological conditions (water quality, restoration of
damaged landscapes, etc.), and for the creation of joint tourist products and their promotion,
networking and other cooperation. In the absence of transnational cooperation between the
communities concerned, it is not appropriate ecologically sensitive tourism related
development strategy. Natural features of the project area and cultural background are
interconnected vaulted administrative borders. The countries along the Danube river affect
each other through natural interrelated systems, where they benefit from their natural
resources. As tourism react most sensitive to different (physical, social and economic)
conflicts, its development opportunities and potential must be determined within these
frameworks. Together, harmonized development is imperative to serve the balanced and
steady development of the area.
Main priority, which Bulgaria recorded in its national position as a contribution to the EU
Strategy for the Danube Region Development is:
"Large-scale exposure and socialization of the extremely rich cultural heritage and
inclusion in the Danube cultural corridor with a clear European content and
importance is a main priority, shaping as a comprehensive tourism product with its
specifics and tourism marketing of the Danube and the Danube area, based on the
specific natural, cultural landscapes and historic environment. Tourism must play the
role of promoter and financial instrument for the preservation and display of cultural
heritage of the region”.
The rich natural, cultural and historical heritage in the Bulgarian part of DATOURWAY area
are a prerequisite for the development of cultural, wine, countryside and cruise tourism and
the creation and promotion of specific Danube products and tourist destination. Therefore the
priority projects involves integrated interregional, cross-border and transnational nature. In
this respect, the project DATOURWAY, aimed at establishing a common tourism strategy,
developing a common tourism market and a range of projects for development of Danube
tourism products in the field of cultural tourism in the Danube macro-region will be part of
the preparation, as well as implementation EU Strategy for the Development of the Danube
region.
4. SOCIAL RESOURCES
4.1. Human resources
4.1.1. Demographic trends
Those demographic characteristics of the Project Area are subject to detailed analytical
studies which have direct and indirect impact on tourism development. Such characteristics
are based on the population size, its age and education makeup, and the workforce. Human
resources play an important role, together with the other specific environmental or
anthropogenic resources and the policy conducted, for the development of tourism.
Population size
In 2008 a total of 1554942 people lived in the Project Area which equals 20,4% of the total
population of Bulgaria. The population size at NUTS III level in 2008 is characterized by vast
territorial variation. About half of the population of the Project Area is concentrated in the 3
districts (NUTS 3) - Pleven (294 277 people – 18,9%), Veliko Tarnovo (277 520 people -
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17,8%) and Ruse (251 236 people – 16,2%). Population in the municipalities varies from 2,5
thousands (Gramada municipality) to 175 thousands of residents (Pleven Municipality).

The dynamics in the population size in the period 2001-2008 shows that the population is
decreasing by 145,000 people resulting in negative population growth of - 8,5% compared to
the average of - 3,6% for that period in Bulgaria. The districts within the Northwestern region
is characterized by the most pronounced negative demographic trends in the country, the
reduction of the general population for the region during the period 2000-2008 is 11%. The
districts of North Central Bulgaria also reported strong demographic losses, but reduction in
that part of the project area is 6.1 percent.
Table 4: Dynamics of the population size in the Project Area in the period 2000–2008,
NUTS 2 regions
NUTS 3 regions
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area (DAT)
Bulgaria total (BG)

Population size
2001
856680
128050
179741
223358
325531
843617
291121
266894
140784
144818
1700297
7891095

2008
762580
110310
158291
199702
294277
792362
277520
251236
129121
134485
1554942
7606551

Growth Relative share in 2008,
%
20012008, %
region
Bulgaria
-11,0
49,0
10,0
7,1
1,5
-13,9
10,2
2,1
-11,9
12,8
2,6
-10,6
18,9
3,8
-9,6
51,0
10,4
-6,1
17,8
3,6
-4,7
16,2
3,3
-5,9
8,3
1,7
-8,3
8,6
1,8
-7,1
-9,5
100,0
20,4
-3,6

Source: the National Statistical Institute
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The demographic status at the municipal level (LAU1) shows that only the municipality of
Svishtov (Veliko Tarnovo District) has a positive population size trend (growth) in the Project
Area. Variation in loosing the population has a broad range from -1,6% (Veliko Tarnovo
Municipalityо) to – 28,4% (Georgi Damyanovo Municipality in Montana District).
Table 5: Municipalities in the Project Area with a decrease of the population size of over
– 25,0% in the time period 2001-2008, NSI
Regions
NUTS 2

Northwestern

North Central

Districts
NUTS 3
Vidin
Montana

Vratsa
Pleven
Veliko Tarnovo
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad

Municipalities
LAU 1
Boynitsa (-17,8), Gramada (-20,9), Kula (-18,3), Makresh (-18,0),
Ruzhintsi (-15,5), Chuprene (-19,4)
Boichinovtsi (-15,2), Brusartsi (-16,4), Valchedrum (-16,5), Georgi
Damyanovo (-28,4), Medkovets (-19,1), Chiprovtsi (- 21,0),
Yakimovo (-18,9)
Mizia (-18,9), Hayredin (-19,8)
Gulyantsi (-15,5), Levski (-15,2), Nikopol (-18,7),
Polski Trambesh (-15,1)
Vetoto (-18,4), Tsenovo (-18,3)
Tsar Kaloyan (-24,0)

Fig. 4. Demographic trends in the municipalities of the Project Area, 2001-2008

The demographic situation is correlated with socio-economic and investment activity in the
main economic sectors and industries, and particularly in the tourism sector in certain parts of
the Danube area.
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Population density
The population density indicators in the Project Area (56 people/km2) show that the area is
less densely populated compared to the average level of - 68,6 people/km2 in the country. The
part of the Project Area comprising the Northwestern Region has average population density
of 51,0 people/km2, while its eastern part (comprising the North Central Region) – 61,9
people/km2.
Variation in municipal population density rates broadly ranges from 7,2 people/km2
(Chuprene Municipality in Vidin District) to 307,5 people/km2 (Ruse Municipality). High
population density (about and over 100 people/km2) can be observed in the areas of direct
influence of big and medium-sized urban agglomerations, having the administrative function
of district centres such as Ruse, Pleven, Vratsa, Silistra, Vidin and Razgrad.
Demographic processes
Birth rate is low and it has slightly increased from 8,1‰ (2000) to 8,7‰ (2008) for the whole
project area. Death rate has also slightly increased from 17,0‰ to 17,3‰ which is reflected
on the population growth rate.
There is a downward trend in the mechanical movement of the population and in the absolute
number of populated and displaced contingents which results in a decreased settlement rate
from 23,9‰ (2000) to 18,0‰ (2008) and from 29,5‰ to 20,6%. In general the mechanical
growth rate is negative in the Project Area.
Territorial variation in the natural and mechanical population growth rates of the districts
(NUTS 3) in 2008 shows less variation in the birth rate from 7,4‰ (Vidin District) to 9,2‰
(Pleven and Silistra Districts). The mechanical growth rate in 2008 is negative for 6 of the 8
districts within the geographical scope of the Project Area, Veliko Tarnovo District being the
only one with a positive mechanical growth rate of 3,4‰.
Variation at the level of the municipality (LAU 1) has a broad range. In 2008 all
municipalities recorded negative natural growth. There is broad territorial variation for this
indicator from -2,9‰ (Dulovo Municipality in Silistra District) to -36,9‰ (Gramada
Municipality in Vidin District).
Table 6: Natural and mechanical population growth dynamics in the period 2000 – 2008
NUTS 2 Regions
Districts (NUTS3 Regions)

Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area
Republic of Bulgaria

Natural growth (‰)
Birth rate
Death rate
Natural
growth
2001
7,9
18,2
-10,3
7,4
20,8
-13,4
7,9
19,9
-12,0
8,4
17,3
-8,9
7,9
17,0
-9,1
7,9
15,4
-8,5
7,4
15,9
-8,5
7,4
15,4
-8,0
8,4
15,2
-6,8
9,4
14,8
-5,4
7,9
16,8
-7,9
8,6
14,2
-5,6

Mechanical growth (‰)
Settled
AbanMechanical
doned
growth
28,9
30,6
35,7
30,7
23,3
29,2
33,7
22,8
32,0
29,1
29,0

33,3
38,7
36,2
35,1
28,3
30,8
34,7
24,1
35,0
31,5
32,0

-4,4
-8,1
-0,5
-4,4
-5,0
-1,6
-1,0
-1,3
-3,0
-2,4
-3,0
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Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area
Republic of Bulgaria

8,7
7,4
8,7
8,7
9,2
8,9
8,7
8,7
9,2
9,6
8,8
10,2

2008
18,9
22,0
19,6
18,2
17,7
15,4
16,6
15,2
15,0
13,9
17,1
14,5

-10,2
-14,6
-9,6
-9,5
-8,5
-6,5
-7,9
-6,5
-5,8
-4,3
-8,3
-4,3

16,1
17,3
15,3
14,9
16,8
18,6
25,4
15,9
14,3
13,7
17,3

21,4
23,4
22,4
20,4
20,7
20,1
22,0
16,4
22,1
21,1
20,7

-5,3
-6,1
-7,1
-5,5
-3,9
-1,5
3,4
-0,5
-7,8
-7,4
-3,4

Source: Current demographic data. NSI, 2009
There is similar territorial variation in terms of the mechanical and real population growth of
the municipalities in the Project Area. Variation of the mechanical growth ranges from -2,1‰
(Chuprene Municipality in Vidin District) to 28,1‰ (Svishtov Municipality in Veliko
Tarnovo District). Positive natural growth has been observed in the municipalities of
Belogradchik, Kozloduy, Roman, Dolni Dabnik, Borovo, etc.
Population structures
The gender structure of the population in the Project Area is not that different from the
average one. In 2008 men : women ratio in the area is 48,4 : 51,6 and is equal with the
average one.
Since 2001 the unfavourable trend of malformation of the age structure of the population has
continued. The intraregional variation of the population age structure at the level of the
municipality is more serious. Several municipalities in the Project Area have over half of their
population over the working age: Boynitsa (57,1%), Makresh (55,6%), Gramada (50,0%), all
of them located in Vidin District as well as the municipalities of Georgi Damyanovo and
Chiprovtsi (over 45%) from Montana District.
Table 7: Age structure of the population in the Project Area – 2008
NUTS 2 Regions
Districts NUTS 3
Northwestern region
Vidin
Montana
Vratsa
Pleven
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad
Project Area (DAT)
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DAT from BG

Total
762580
110310
199702
158291
294277
792362
277520
251236
129121
134485
1554942
7606551
20.44%

Below working age
number
%
107545
14,1
14369
13,1
29343
14,7
22111
14,0
41722
14,2
108270
13,7
35280
12,7
32834
13,1
18741
14,5
21415
15,9
215815
13,9
1099948
14.5
19.62%

Age groups
Working age
number
%
450149
59,0
62818
56,9
120296
60,2
91363
57,7
175672
59,7
499404
63,0
175742
63,3
158711
63,2
80212
62,1
84739
63,0
949553
61,1
4805892
63.2
19.76%

Above working age
number
%
204886
26,9
33123
30,0
50063
25,1
44817
28,3
76883
26,1
184688
23,3
66498
24,0
59691
23,8
30168
23,4
28331
21,1
389574
25,1
1700711
22.4
22.91%

Source: Current demographic data. NSI, 2009
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26 municipalities have a relatively higher share of young people (below working age) which
is over the average one for the Project Area (over 14%). They include the municipalities of
Strazhitsa (18,5 %), Dulovo ( 17,2%), Kozlodui (17,2%), Varshets (16,2%), etc.
In the period after 2000 remains unfavorable trend of deformation of the age structure of
populations within the project area, which is typical for the country as a whole. It is expressed
in the following directions:
 Reduction in the absolute number of persons below working age, which creates a threat to
future reproduction of the population;
 Increase the number and proportion of persons of working age with a shift of gravity in
the higher ages (prepension) of this contingent;
 Permanent trend of population aging, which in some parts of the territory is becoming a
serious socioeconomic problem.
These generalizations are supported by comparative data on population age structure in 2000
and 2008. In Vidin for that period the proportion of population under working age decreased
to 15.0% (2000) of 13.1% (2008) and that of the working age population rose from 52.0 % to
56.9%. A similar trend was observed in the Vratsa region where the proportion of population
under working age fell from 17.3% to 14.7% and this is the expense of increasing the
proportion of working age population - from 54.9% of 60.2%.
More substantial are the differences in intra-population age structure of the municipal level.
Thus, in practice emerge specific parts of the territory of the project area with demographic
vitality problems. In all the municipalities in the Danube area most disadvantaged are
municipalities with highly aging population - more than 40-45% of its total. In several
municipalities in the area more than half of residents are over working age - Boynitsa
(57.1%), Makresh (55.6%), Gramada (50.0 percent) - all of Vidin district, municipalities
Georgi Damianovo and Chiprovtsi (over 45%) of Montana district. With a relatively high
proportion of young population (under working age) - above the average for the project area
(over 14%) had a total of 26 municipalities. Among them are Strazhitsa (18.5%), Dulovo
(17.2%), Kozloduy (17.2%), Varshets (16.2%) and others.
Fig. 5. Youth Age Index (Share of Population Age 0-14 of total Population)
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A high dependency rate often implies that the precondition for economic growth is weaker
than a low dependency rate. One reason is that the part of population that is in productive ages
is low and this means also that the economic “burden” is higher. This must be compensated
by a larger labour supply and/or higher productivity. The dependency rates have also
consequences for e.g. taxes, social welfare, care and schooling. High dependency rates imply
that fewer people take care of more people compared to the opposite situation
Fig.6. Dependency ratio by municipalities in the Project Area – 2008 2008

4.1.2. Workforce
For the purposes of this study, particular attention is paid to employment in the tourism
industry but it is considered that its development is influenced by employment in other
economic sectors such as transport and telecommunications, agriculture, food and beverages
industry, education, culture, etc. which complement or accompany tourism development.
Table 8: Workforce characteristics in the Project Area, 2008

NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3 Districts

Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region

Total
population
aged over
15(in thous.)

673,0
99,0
175,0
140,2
258,8
696,3

Workforce (in thousands)
Total

386.8
44.4
66.8
83.6
124.7
409.3

Employed

359.3
38.7
61.2
76.0
118.8
374.4

Unemployed

27.4
5.7
5.7
7.5
5.9
34.9

People
outside the
workforce
(in thous.)

420.7
54.6
73.4
91.4
134.1
405.7

Activity
Rate

Rates (%)
Employ
Unemment
ploymen
Rate
Rate

47.9
44.9
47.7
47.8
48.2
50.2

44.5
39.1
43.6
43.5
45.9
45.9
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Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area (DAT)
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DAT from BG

245,8
222,3
113,1
115,9
1370,1

118.8
115.8
56.7
55.3
666,1
3 560.4
18.7%

109.6
106.2
50.2
47.0
607,7
3 360.7
18.1%

9.2
9.6
6.6
8.2
58,4
199.7
29.2%

127.0
106.5
56.4
60.6
704,0
3 056.4
23.0%

48.3
52.1
50.1
47.7
48,6
53.8
90.3%

44.6
47.8
44.3
40.6
44,4
50.8
87.4%

Source: NSI.
The economic activity rate of the population in the Project Area (48,6) is lower by 5,2 points
than the average for 2008 (53,8). The employment rate for the Project Area (44,4) is lower by
6,4 points than the average, while the employment rate is lower by 3,2 points (the average rate
being 5,6). Variation at the level of district show that Vidin District has the worst parameters
with an economic activity rate of 39,1 and an unemployment rate of 12,9, while Ruse, Pleven
and Veliko Tarnovo districts have relatively better parameters.
Unemployment
In the national context Danube region is characterized by less favorable indicators of
unemployment than the average for the country. It is the result of persistent problems with
employment in most small communities - mainly in western and eastern parts of the region.

The number of unemployed in the project area in 2008 was 58.4 thousand persons, which is
29.2 % of the total number of unemployed in the country. At the same time the proportion of
the workforce in the Danube coast is 18.7% of its total number of the country. In 2008 the
unemployment rate for the Danube area (8.8%) is higher than the national average (6.3 %).
This to some extent due to the long-term unemployment in small municipalities in Vidin,
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7.
8.
11.
14.
8,
5.
157.1%

Montana, Razgrad, Silistra, where the level is around three times more than the national
average (municipality Dimovo - 30.7 percent.
The impact of the global economic crisis in 2009-2010 show an increase in the number of
unemployed and in March 2010 it reached 100 thousand people or 27% of the country total.
The Project area is one of the hardest hit by unemployment than other regions of the country.
The unemployment rate compared to 2008 increased one and a half times and in March 2010
reached 12.95 percent, with an average 10.14 percent for the country.

From the maps it is clear "darkening" of the entire project area. Nearly twice is the increase in
the unemployment rate in the municipalities where 2007 and 2008 it was low (about 4%) Pleven, Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse. In the municipalities of Vidin, Vratsa, Montana, Silistra,
Razgrad, where in 2008 the unemployment rate is around 6% in March 2010 it has been
within 10-11%.
4.2 Social services and social infrastructure
The characteristics and evaluations of social budget-funded services have direct and indirect
impact on tourism development in the Project Area. The shortage of a well-developed and
organized education and healthcare infrastructure can virtually be a factor impeding tourism
development. Meanwhile the degree of developed cultural infrastructure (the network of
museums, art galleries, exhibition and festival buildings, important cultural events, etc.) is a
driving force for the development of cultural and other types of tourism.

Education and educational infrastructure
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The summarized data on the number of students in education establishments in the Project
Area in the academic 2000/2001 and 2008/2009 show a downward trend of 22,5%. The
decrease in the number of students is 11,3% in vocational secondary schools. There is an
increased number of students from 32161 to 36700 only in college and university education.
The educational infrastructure (the network of schools, colleges and universities) in the
Project Area in the academic 2008/2009 year is presented in Table No 9.
Table 9: Educational infrastructure in the Project Area in 2008, NSI
NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3 Districts

Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DAT from BG

Total,
including

General
Schools

383
49
111
84
139
275
123
90
62
66
724
2794
25.9%

307
40
90
68
109
213
95
68
50
53
573
2171
26.4%

Special
Schools

12
1
4
4
3
7
2
2
3
3
22
83
26.5%

Art
Schools

2
1
1
1
1
3
21
14.3%

Vocational
schools

61
8
16
12
25
47
22
18
7
10
118
433
27.3%

Colleges and
universities

1
1
7
4
1
2
8
43
18.6%

In the time period 2001-2008, the education status of the population aged 25-64 continued to
improve pursuing a clear upward trend of increased number of people/share of the population
with higher and secondary education given the downward trend of decreased number of
people with primary and lower education.
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It is important to know about the status and specificity of vocational education in the Project
Area that it takes into account the social and economic makeup of the districts and the region
as a whole. There are several vocational secondary schools which train and prepare
management staff for the tourism industry. These schools take into account the increased
needs of professionally prepared management staff with secondary education in tourism.
Vocational schools majoring in “tourism” are territorially targeted at municipalities and and
centres with prospects for tourism development.
Table 10: Vocational schools in the Project Area specialized in the tourism industry
training – 2008
District

Municipality
Vidin

Vidin
Vidin

Montana

Belogradchik
Varshets
Lom

Vratsa

Vratsa
Pleven
Pleven

Pleven
Pleven
Cherven Bryag

Vocational School (VS)
Asen Zlatarov VS
VS for Tailoring and
Culinary Arts
VS for Agriculture,
Dunavtsi
A. Popov VS
Comprehensive School
VS for Culinary Arts and
Agriculture
VS for Trade and
Restaurant Management
A. Konstantinov VS for
tourism
VS for Management and
Food Technology
VS for Restaurant
Management and Service
VS for Food Technology

Veliko Tarnovo

Dr. V. Beron VS for
Tourism

Gorna
Oryahovitsa

VS for Food Technology

Veliko Tarnovo

Silistra

Silistra

Razgrad

Razgrad

VS for Business
Administration and
Services
VS for Agriculture and
Food and Beverage
Technology

Classes specialized in tourism
Hotel management and its organization
Chef, restaurant owner, catering
Restaurant owner; Services in food service and
entertainment establishments
Tourism organization and management
Tourism organization
Management of servicing food establishments
Chef, Servicing food establishments
Hotel management
Tourism organization and management
Hotel management
Management of servicing food establishments
Tourism organizer; Rural tourism
Hotel management
Hotel and catering
Tourism organization and management
Technology and management of production and
servicing in food establishments
Restaurant manager; Services in food service and
entertainment establishments
Tourism organization and management
Restaurant manager; Services in food service and
entertainment establishments

Source: Registry of vocational schools in Bulgaria. MEYS. 2009
Data of the Ministry of Education, Youth and Science shows that the following network of
education establishments in the Project Area (vocational secondary schools, specialized
classes in schools, auxiliary schools) prepare management staff in tourism (Table No 8):


Total number of schools preparing employees in tourism – 22 out of 96 similar
schools in Bulgaria, including
-

Vocational secondary schools with advanced tourism studies – 4 (Veliko
Tarnovo, Pleven – 2 VS, Ruse);

-

Vocational secondary schools for tourism – 14
24

-

Auxiliary and other social schools – 4

The university centres in this area are Veliko Tarnovo (2 universities), Ruse (1 university),
Pleven (1 university), Svishtov (1 university – the Academy of Economics). The universities
in Veliko Tarnovo and Ruse prepare prospective employees with high educational and
professional qualifications in tourism.
Healthcare and healthcare infrastructure
The healthcare infrastructure complements tourism by meeting the medical aid in urgent
emergency cases. There is a specific area of the healthcare system, i.e. balneotherapy, which
is the foundation of balneological tourism.
In 2008 the project area has 65 hospitals with 8,555 beds (respectively 18.5% and 17.3% of
the total size of the country). Interregional variation in securing hospital beds for the
population ranges from 4,5 beds per 1000 people (Silistra District) to 6,4 (Ruse District), 6,7
(Veliko Tarnovo District) and 6,9 (Vratsa District).
Table 11: The hospital infrastructure in the Project Area, 2008
NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3 Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DAT from BG

Indicators (number)
Hospitals
Beds Doctors
33
4345
1367
3
461
155
5
924
225
13
1375
397
12
1585
590
29
3675
999
13
1867
435
13
1628
359
3
580
205
3
535
321
65
8555
2687
351 49507
18.5% 17.3%

Source: NSI, Ministry of Health (MH)
St. Mina Balneological Health Centre, a branch of Specialized Hospitals for Rehabilitation National Complex, is active in the town of Varshets. There is also a specialized health
establishment in Svishtov Municipality, the village of Ovcha Mogila, which has regional
importance and is specialized in the treatment of a broad range of diseases. The town of
Varshets and the village of Voneshta Voda have the status of balneological resorts, Varshets
being a nationally important, while Voneshta Voda a regionally important resort.
So far the available and well-researched resources in the following places have not been
utilized for balneology: District Vidin (Vidin, the village of Slanotran and Koshava), Montana
District (the villages of Barzia, Zamfirovo and Slatina), Pleven District (Kaylaka near Pleven,
the villages of Obedinenie and Trastenik, Polski Trambesh), etc.
Culture and cultural infrastructure
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A specific feature of the cultural infrastructure is that part of it constitutes anthropogenic
tourism resources as museums, theatres, cultural centres, exhibition galleries, monuments of
monumental art, cultural and historical monuments, etc. Some of the components (sites) of
cultural infrastructure such as cultural and historical heritage sites, museums and galleries are
tourism resources for the development of cultural tourism while others are auxiliary resources.
In 2008 the project area has 13 theatres, 22 stages and 7214 seats (respectively 16.7%, 20.8 %
and 25.4% of the total size of the country). Museums are 53 and museums exhibits 1,339,138 (respectively, 23.9% and 19.0% of the total size of the country).
Table 12: Cultural Infrastructure in the Project Area – 2008
NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3 Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DAT from BG

Theatres (number)
Theatres
Stages
Seats
6
11
2 730
2
2
542
1
3
898
2
3
720
1
3
570
5
9
3 314
1
2
720
3
6
2 064
1
1
530
2
2
1170
13
22
7214
78
106 28386
16.7%
20.8% 25.4%

Museums
Museums
Exhibits
29
724 094
4
76 408
3
128 531
8
122 534
14
396 621
21
509 744
13
283 811
4
174 335
4
51 598
3
105300
53
1339138
222
7052100
23.9%
19.0%

Cinemas(number)
Cinemas
Seats
5
714
3
275
1
99
1
340
1
309
1
309
1
180
7
1203
57
28872
12.3%
4.2%

Source: NSI

5. NATURAL ENDOWMENTS, STATE OF THE ENVIRONMENT
5.1. Natural resources
Landscape and climate
The Project area landscape comprises lowlands (16,3%), plains (37,7%), hills (31,3%) and
mountains (14,7%). To the north of the area the landscape features lowlands and plains (with
an altitude of the two levels of up to 200 and from 200 to 400 m.). There are numerous
lowlands along the banks of the Project River such as Bregovsko – Novoselska, Vidinska,
Archaro-Orsoyska, Tsiburska, Kozloduyska, Ostrovska, Cheernopolska, Svishtov-Belenska,
Vidimska, Batinska, Brushlyanska, Popino-Garvanska and Aidemirska lowlands.
There are also several Bulgarian islands in the Bulgarian part of the Project River, namely
Koshava, Dovlyan, Blinatsi, Aliman, Tsiber, Kicha, Svraka, Kozlodui, Kapanitsa, Ezik,
Gradishte, Boril, Belene, Esperanto, Vardim, Gradina, Palets, Maluk Vardim, Bubrek,
Mokan, Marten, Kitka, Milka, Kalimok, Radetski, Tutrakan, etc. The island of Belene has the
biggest area (41,1 km2), followed by the island of Kozlodui (6,1 km2) and Vardim island (5,0
km2).
In terms of climate, the area is within the moderate continental climate zone, characterized by
warm summers and cold winters, big annual amplitude of the air temperatures, maximum
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precipitation in spring and summer and minimum precipitation in winter. The average January
temperatures are between 0,0 and -0,5. The maximum temperatures can reach 43,0-44,0°С
(Ruse - 44,0°С in 1993). Precipitation is high in May – June and minimum in February March. The annual volumes in the plains and hills are from 520 to 650 mm, about 10% of the
total precipitation amount being snow.
Minerals and ore
The area is somewhat poor in ore and minerals as well as energy and forestry resources as it is
located in the Danubian Plain in Bulgaria.
Land resources
Its arable lands are main advantage of the project area. They cover 72.3% of the total area, the
arable lands being 17 142 112 decares, while forests being 5 369 420 decares, i.e. 19% of the
total area.
Table 13. Structure of the lands in the Project Area, decares in 2008
Territory by kind
NUTS 2
Regions
NUTS 3
Districts
Bulgaria
Northwestern
region
Vidin
Montana
Vratsa
Pleven
North Central
Region
Veliko
Tarnovo
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad
Project Area
(DAT)
Bulgaria
Total (BG)
% of DAT
from BG

Agricultural
of which: Arable land
Total
Total

Total

of which:
Irrigated
land

Forest

Urbanized

Мining
Trans
and
an
digging infras
raw
tur
materials
2 710 867
754

Water
flows and
territories

111001902

63764817

49 769 279

7453548

37157 538

4 603 416

2 010 385

14 941 544
3 032 876
3 619 769
3 635 575
4 653 324

11050510
2 027 534
2 717 362
2 513 755
3 791 859

9 341 358
1 704 401
2 279 441
2 104 292
3 253 224

1 373079
207 366
245 515
227 500
692 698

2 609 885
753 045
570 993
851 553
434 294

669 432
98 154
209 818
142 008
219 452

389 833
75 414
67 059
93 823
153 537

137 357
63 644
33 766
14 231
25 716

84
15
20
20
28

12 950 965

9 122 312

7 800 754

1040033

2 759 535

621 188

246 175

109 222

92

4 661 572
2 639 744
2 803 364
2 846 285

3 088 784
1 907 934
2 127 536
1 998 058

2 623 531
1 638 168
1 831 119
1 707 936

408 552
143 949
420 451
67 081

1 172 312
547 142
408 804
631 277

221 554
132 331
130 057
137 246

94 007
18 959
76 925
56 284

51 349
16 406
33 729
7 738

33
16
26
15

27 892 509

20172822

17 142 112

2 413112

5 369 420

1 290 620

636 008

246 579

177

111001902

63764817

49769279

7453548

37157538

4603416

2010385

2710867

754

25.1%

31.6%

34.4%

32.4%

14.5%

28.0%

31.6%

Source: NSI
Water
The Project Area with its river network falls within the Black Sea water catchment area. 20
big rivers empty into the Danube River. Most of them have their source in the northern slopes
of Stara Planina or Predbalkan. Russenski Lom is the biggest river in the eastern part of the
Project Area. It has developed quite a large catchment area in the highest parts of the Area.
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The density of the river network is the main hydrographic characteristic of the territory. The
mountain slopes of Central and West Stara Planina have the most dense river network (over 2
km/km2 ) in the geographical scope of the Project Area.
In terms of degree of water-bearing areas, the rivers in the Project Area have indicators for a
medium water-bearing zone with an average multiannual flow from 60 to 300 mm. His zone
covers the areas with ah altitude of over 150 m in the Western and Central parts and over 200250 m in the Eastern part of the Danubian Plain.

Lakes There are almost no natural lakes in the Project Area. The only one is Sreburna Lake
which is additionally filled by water from the Danube River. A wide network of artificial
lakes has been created in the Project Area, mainly small dams for irrigation unlike big dams
which can be used for many purposes. The majority of the artificial lakes are used for sport
fishery. Over the last few years sport fishery has been part of the special type of fishing
tourism. The Danube River, the main component of the hydrographic network in the Project
Area is also natural resource which can serve for the purposes of water and fishing tourism
development. There are 270 big and small dams in the Project Area. The big dams include
Alexander Stamboliyski, Yovkovtsi, Ogosta, Baniska, Gorni Dabnik, etc. The biggest number
of small dams is in Pleven District (about 80), Vratsa (about 60), Montana (about 60), etc.
Springs. Springs are the water resources most important for spa tourism. They can be natural
or forced to come to the surface. Mineral springs are located in 5 areas:
-

Vidin – in the area of Vidin-Slanotrun-Koshava;
Berkovitsa -Varshets – warm mineral springs in Varshets Municipality, in the town of
Varshets and the village of Spanchevtsi are of national importance, there are also
springs in the villages of Burzia, Borovtsi and Zamfirovo in Berkovitsa Municipality;
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-

Veliko Tarnovo – the village of Vobeshta Voda;
Svishtov;
Pleven.

Unfortunately only the mineral springs in two areas, i.e. Berkovitsa – Varshets (Varshets) and
Veliko Tarnovo – Svishtov (Voneshta Voda and Ovcha Mogila) are used in spa tourism.
Fauna
The fauna features Central European and steppe species. The typical species in the forests are
the wood grouse, the lynx, the roe deer, the wild boar, the badger, the wolf, the fox, while the
steppe species are the polecat, rodents, grasshoppers, etc. There is a great variety of birds.
There are over 200 bird species in the lowlands, marshes, islands and forests near the Danube
River. The typical species are wild ducks, geese, the partridge, the turtle-dove and the quail.
There is a great variety of birds around Srebarna Lake such as Dalmatian pelicans, various
types of herons and 11 species of ducks.
The presence of big game species is important for hunting tourism such as the red deer, roe
deer, wild boar, as well as small migratory birds such as the pheasant, the wild goose, the
turtle-dove, the quail, etc. Hunters will be also interested in predators such as wolves, foxes,
jackals, bears, etc. Hunting tourism destinations in the Project Area will be specialized
hunting stations (the State Game-breeding Stations (SGS)) located in the mountains, plains
and hills of the area: Midjur SGS, Bolyarka SGS, Danube SGS and Karakuz SGS.
Natural landmarks and protected areas

Bulgarian nature is known for the great number of natural sites with preserved authentic
natural traits. These traits have been taken into account and the respective sites have the status
of natural landmarks with preservation and protection modes of economic and other activity
use.
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The great number of natural landmarks, some of them being exceptional, attracts certain
tourist interest. As these natural sites combine elements of the living and dead nature (rock
formations, caves, waterfalls and other waters, rare plant and animal species, etc.), they are
also natural tourism resources. Their presence and presentation in the best way is a premise
for the development of ecological, educational, hunting, fishing, sports tourism and others.
Natural landmarks with the respective status of landmarks can be divided into several groups:
-

biosphere, national parks and nature reserves – Vratsa Balkan National park, Tsiber
Nature Reserve, Russenski Lom National Park, Persina National Park, Srebarna
Nature Reserve

-

nature reserves (biosphere and nature reserves) – Chuprene Biosphere Reserve,
Vratsa Karst Nature Reserve, Srebarna Nature Reserve,

-

Rock formation phenomena: Belogradchik Rocka, Vratsata, Ritlite, God’s Bridges

-

Caves – Magura, Venetsa, Ledenika, Ponora,

-

Wetlands – 3 of the 10 wetlands in Bulgaria are in the Project Area: Srebarna Lake,
Belene Islands, Ibisha Island.

At present the natural landmarks which are very attractive as tourist destinations are the ones
in the western part of the Area (Northwestern region). Such natural landmarks are
Belogradchik Rocks with the fortress built in the 3rd century and also used in the Middle
Ages, the Magura Cave (near the village of Rabisha with 700 wall paintings, being the biggest
prehistoric gallery on the Balkan peninsula), the Ledenika Cave, Vratsata and Ritlite rock
formations. Srebarna Lake is such natural landmark in the central and eastern part of the
Project Area (North Central Region). It is a nature reserve on UNESCO’s World Natural and
Cultural Heritage List.
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There are many protected areas located in the Project Area which are included in the
European environmental network “NATURA 2000”. Some of them are for protection of
birds, others for protection of habitats.
Protected areas for birds including migratory birds are located in the northern part of the
Project Area. These are the following protected areas located in the wetlands along the Project
River: Former Danubian swamps – Mala Preslavets, Garvan Swamp, Orsoya, etc.; Danubian
islands: Golya Island; the island near the village of Gorni Tsibar; Lakut Island; Belene
islands; Vardim Island; Pojarevo Island, etc.; Hatcheries near the Project River:
Hadjidimitrovo; Orsoya; Mechka;
The protected areas for birds in the southern part are located in the plains and hills of the
Project Area, the Prebalkan mountain and some parts of Stara Planina Mountain. The bigger
protected areas are Western Balkan, Berkovitsa, Vratsa Balkan, Karlukovo Karst, Dabnik –
Telish, Karaboaz - Gulyantsi, Ludogorie - Bobrata, Ludogorie – Srebarna, etc.

The second type of protected areas aims at protecting habitats, of valuable grass and other
plant species, wildlife, etc. The big protected areas for habitats in the Project Area are as
follows: Western Balkan; Berkovitsa; Karlukovo Karst; Svishtov Forest; Karaboaz; Gorni
Dabnik; Nikopol Plateau; Boshkova Dupka; Ludogorie - Srebarna; and Ludogorie - Bobrata.
Some of the protected areas under NATURA 2000 have also the status of national parks,
nature reserves, biosphere reserves, wetlands, etc.
5.2. Environment
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The environmental quality of the area has greater weight together with the quality and
attractiveness of tourist resources and the necessary infrastructure. This holds true for eco and
the other types of tourism.
The exhaust fumes emitted into the air come from various sources such as energy and
industrial polluters (enterprises), transport, households, etc. The large industrial polluters in
the Project Area include the existing small power plants with production facilities and some
heating companies still not fuelled with natural gas, cement plants, asphalt facilities, etc.
Table No 14 shows the quantities of some harmful substances emitted in the air over the
Project Area. Pollution with nitrogen dioxide is mainly due to the outdated car fleet.
Table 14. Emissions of harmful substances in the air in 2007, in tons

NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3 Districts

Sulphur
oxides
1,2,3

Northwestern region
Vidin
Montana
Vratsa
Pleven
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad

3 896.2
4 813.5
2 517.5 3 242.4
251.3
691.3
200.2
66.5
927.2
813.3
9 322.4 7 302.7
6 234.5 3 188.3
133.7
311.3
2 554.5 3 730.7
399.8
72.4

Nitrogen
oxides

Nonmethane
volatile
Methane
organic
compounds
1 330.9
9 445.2
21.6
62.5
139.6 5 874.7
183.6 1 038.0
986.1 2 470.0
1 638.3 2 795.7
961.8
262.8
137.4 1 535.9
483.2
945.5
55.9
51.4

Carbon
oxide
449.2
77.3
132.9
31.7
207.3
397.6
161.7
92.4
130.9
12.6

Carbon
dioxide
2649 052.3
844 721.7
1194 855.5
35 103.6
574 371.5
2052 811.4
835 106.5
122 618.6
1057 918.8
37 167.5

Nitrous
oxide
103.5
65.7
17.3
1.2
19.4
162.0
65.7
3.2
92.6
0.5

Source: NSI
The recognized tourist destinations in the Project Area which are also better developed
industrial centres such as Ruse, Pleven and Vratsa have more unfavourable ecological quality
of air. The area of Elena Municipality is also characterized by relatively more negative
indicators (123,9 tons of sulphur oxides, 45,1 tons of nitrogen oxides, etc.). The other small
municipalities with developed tourist functions and potential for future development of new
tourist types (Belogradchik, Varshets, Berkovitsa, Kozloduy, Pordim, Dve Mogili, Ivanovo,
etc.) have more favourable values of air quality with insignificant amount of sulphur oxides
(from about 0,4 tons in Ivanovo Municipality to 2,8 tons in Varshets Municipality), nitrogen
oxides (from 0,1 tons in Ivanovo Municipality to 2 tons in Kozloduy Municipality), methane
(from 0 tons in Pordim and Ivanovo Municipalities to 2,0 tons in Varshets Municipality),
carbon dioxide (from 200 to 800 tons), etc.

Waste water
As of 2008 10 settlement waster water treatment plants have been built, providing services to
the big and medium-sized urban agglomerations in the Project Area. Table No 15 shows that
there are no waste water treatment plants in three of the district centres (Vidin, Ruse and
Silistra).
Table 15: Settlement waste water treatment plants (SWWTP), 2007
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NUTS 2Regions
NUTS 3 Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin
Montana
Vratsa
Pleven
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo
Ruse
Silistra
Razgrad

Primary
SWWTP treatment

Secondary
Treatment

0
3
1
2
-

3
1
1
1
3
1
2
-

3
1
1
1
7
3
4
-

Share of population
Settlements
services
by SWWTP - %
Tertiary
services by
treatment
including at least
SWWTP
Total
secondary
treatment
4
26.2
20.8
1
30.5
30.5
4.1
4.1
1
2
38.8
38.8
40.6
1
8
32.2
1
4
40.4
38.6
4
40.7
27.7
-

Source: NSI

Waste management
Solving waste management issues is one of the most serious environmental challenges.
Considerable volumes of municipal solid waste are generated in the Project Area.

Table 16: System for organized collection of municipal waste in the Project Area in 2008
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NUTS 2Regions
NUTS 3 Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area

Landfills
number
90
49
8
14
19
288
40
32
27
20
189

Share of population
serviced by a waste
collection system
percentage
88
81
86
92
92
86
89
99
61
71
87

Total
municipal
waste collected
tons
322 192
48 508
61 695
51 920
160 069
249 062
130 090
76 699
42 273
48 850
571 254

Municipal waste per
capita of the serviced
population
kg/per capita/year
422
527
350
347
581
378
524
305
528
501
571

Source: NSI
The National Waste Management Programme states that the completion of new regional
landfills for municipal waste in the Project Area will allow the decommissioning of the
existing small landfills. Under this Programme, such regional landfills are being built near the
cities: Vidin, Montana, Vratsa, Oryahovo, Belene, Lyaskovets, Borovo, Ruse and Silistra.

6. ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS
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6.1. General economic status
The Bulgarian regions within the scope of the Project Area are lagging behind in their social
and economic development compared to the average indicators and they are known as being
some of the most economically underdeveloped in the EU.
Gross domestic product
Northwest and North Central region are most lagging behind in terms of economic and social
development within the EU and Bulgaria. Included 8 of 28 districts (NUTS 3) in Bulgaria in
2007 have produced only 14% of national GDP. GDP per capita average is 67% of national
average. Realized growth rates over the period 1998-2007 were below the national average.
After 2005 a strong economic recovery was noted in Veliko Tarnovo, Pleven and Rousse.
Overall average annual GDP growth during this period was around 5% which is not enough to
offset the significant decline in the region to European average parameters and therefore calls
for a policy of accelerated structural dynamics and innovative development. In 2009 -2010,
the impact of the economic crisis had a strong negative influence across on the project area.
As results of lower growth rates during the 7-year period below the GDP in the Project Area
has decreased from 18,4% in 2001 to 13,9% in 2007 of the total national GDP, despite its
growth in absolute terms. GDP per capita of 80.1% compared to the average GDP in Bulgaria
decreased to 67.5% in 2007. During this period the highest growth rates notes Ruse district,
where GDP per capita increased by 69 % and the lowest - Vratsa district, where GDP per
capita increase is 12.4% only (the main reason is the suspension of two blocks of the
Kozloduy nuclear power plant).
Table 17: GDP dynamics in the Project Area in the time period 2000–2007
NUTS 2Regions
NUTS 3 Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area
Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DAT from BG

GDP (in thousand BGN)
2001
2841558
363 047
481 346
984 457
1 012 708
2615780
906 878
877 180
415 861
415 861
5457338
29709210
18.37%

2007
3806743
486 999
706 400
1 225 959
1 387 385
4025807
1 376 839
1 490 292
531 110
627 566
7832550
56519818
13.86%

GDP per capita (BGN)
2001
3 680
2 805
2 661
4 378
3 089
3 114
3 101
3 271
2 939
2 939
3 021
3 754
80.47%

2007
5 003
4 284
4 344
6 002
4 628
5 214
4 920
5 864
4 030
4 582
4979
7 379
67.47%

Source: NSI
In 2007 four out of the eight districts within the Project Area (Vratsa, Pleven, Veliko Tarnovo
and Ruse) accounted for 70% of the regional GDP. There is a trend of relative aligning of the
GDP per capita, variation being observed only in Vratsa and Ruse Districts where higher GDP
per capita was produced than the average one in the Project Area.
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Economic activity
In 2008, 60617 enterprises and non-financial companies were operating in the Project Area.
They account for 19,7% of all economic units in Bulgaria. The relative indicator of “company
density” describing entrepreneurship shows the degree of density of economic units in the
area. It measures the number of companies per 1000 people. This indicator shows lower
values for the Project Area (32 companies per 1000 people, including 29,7 companies in the
Northwestern region and 36,1 companies for the North Central region) compared to the
average ones in Bulgaria (40,5 companies per 1000 people).
Table 18: Main economic indicators for the Project Area in 2008
NUTS 2Regions
NUTS 3 Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin
Vratsa
Pleven
Montana
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo
Razgrad
Ruse
Silistra
Project Area
Bulgaria
Project Area

Employed Net sales revenues
(number) (in thousand BGN)
179 635
9 977 319
15 344
646 790
39 059
2 364 914
36 626
2 082 870
27 762
1 331 893
234 062
14 374 174
67 038
3 617 971
24 251
1 409 732
77 223
5 631 647
21 431
1 171 946
18257763
413 697
2 266 485
209257066
13.62%
8.73%

Enretprises Tangible fixed assets
(number)
(in thousand BGN)
27 234
5 562 408
3 026
381 543
5 076
2 267 225
5 325
934 577
4 333
508 079
33 383
5 777 426
9 865
1 495 830
3 855
549 711
10 491
2 220 658
3 600
610 782
45571
8968405
307831
97287199
14.80%
9.22%

Source: NSI
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6.2. Main economic sectors
The sector structure
The sector structure of the non-financial enterprises and companies (in terms of the indicator
“number of economic units”) shows that the majority of the companies are in the tertiary
sector, 78,5% of them in the Northwestern region and 87,4% in the North Central region.
This sector includes economic units having both directly and indirectly impact to the tourism
development of the Project Area. With big number companies are sectors such as Trade and
repair services, Hotels and restaurants, Transport, storage and communications and others.
4873 companies equalling 11,2% of the total registered companies in the Project Area operate
in tourism. The companies dealing with hotel management, food establishments as well as
travelling agencies and other companies registered in the Project Area account for 24% of all
companies in the tourism industry in Bulgaria (21651). The majority of companies in the
tourism industry are micro and small ones.

Employment distribution by sector
The total number of employed in the the Project Area, i.e. 607,7 000 people, are distributed in
a variable sector structure. The number of employed in the tertiary sector in the Project Area
is characterized by an upward trend from 181159 (2001) to 218343 (2008), which means an
increase in the relative share from 51,2% to 55,3%.
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Fig.8. Dynamics of the sector structure of the employed, 2001 – 2008 (total = 100%), NSI
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Therefore several areas with increased interest in tourism development can be outlined in the
scope of the Project Area. They reflect on the higher relative share of the people directly
employed in tourism. The relatively high employment in tourism in the abovementioned parts
of the Project Area (the municipalities of Belogradchik, Varshets, Veliko Tarnovo, Pleven,
Ruse, Elena, etc.) does not exhaust the tourist potential of the area for providing higher
employment to the population.
People were employed in the tourism sector in the Project Area in 2008 are 11998 which is
only 2,8% of the total number of employed. A growth of over 40% can be observed compared
to 2001. The highest number of employed in tourism in absolute terms can be observed in the
districts of Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Pleven and Vratsa, i.e. the districts with available tourism
resources and infrastructure. The municipalities with developed tourism functions had a
higher number of employed in tourism namely: Varshets (6,9% of all employed), Veliko
Tarnovo (4,8%), Belogradchik (3,9%), Silistra (3,9%), Ruse (3,4%), Vidin (3,4%), etc.
The employment of the workforce in the Project Area directly in hotel and restaurant
management (under the National Classification of Economic Activities), which is in practice
identified with tourism, is not very high. It is due to the fact that this sector used to be much
ignored as a priority in the development of this area. The available resources for tourism
development, both natural and human ones, have been underestimated and have not been best
utilized to attract tourists or any investment interest.

Agriculture and Fishery
One of the main and traditional economic sector in the Project Area is grain growing. Wheat,
barley and maize account for the biggest arable lands. Wheat is grown on about 410 thousand
decares in the Project Area which equals 41,2% of the respective area in Bulgaria, while the
relative share of areas where barley is grown account for 41,0% of the relevant area in
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Bulgaria. In 2007 37,9% of the wheat, 37,4% of the barley and 33,8% of the maize in
Bulgaria were produced in the Project Area.
Among the plant growing subsectors, vegetable growing is the most important subsector for
the development of tourism, while vineyards and some of the orchards are most important
from perennial plants. These subsectors will ensure the “food rear line” of tourism. Vine
growing and winemaking can be regarded as resources for the development of wine tourism.
The well-developed vegetable growing and orchards near the tourist centres in the Project
Area will be a favourable factor for tourism development. Wine tourism can be developed in
the following municipalities based on the available vineyards and production capacity of the
winemaking industry: the municipalities of Lyaskovets (Veliko Tarnovo District), Pleven,
Kaynarja (Silistra District), Novo Selo and Bregovo (Vidin District), etc.
Cattle-breeding in the Project Area has a good potential to develop. Driving factors are the
good fodder reserves, customer centres and the experience in livestock breeding. Cattle
breeding can develop along many lines: pig farms, cattle and sheep breeding, poultry farms.
Fishing is one of the businesses that have long traditions. Traditions and good conditions for
fishing by the river Danube are in the municipalities of Novo selo, Lom, Nikopol, Belene,
Svishtov, Tutrakan Silistra and others. Fisheries, despite the good conditions for their
development, have lost their positions recently. The Project River and some of the bigger and
smaller dams are the main resources for the development of fisheries. In addition to using
them for industrial fishing, some of the water resources in the Project Area can be considered
to be important resources for the development of fishing tourism. However, these resources
and potential of the Project Area have not been promoted enough among tourists.
Fishing in the Danube River represents 6.64% of total fish in all inland waters in the country.
The total number of fishing permits issued in the last 5 years in the Danube is within 1500.
Problem in the fishing pa Danube is connected with the decreasing population of the most
important species in the Danube River (sturgeon, carp, European catfish, etc.).. For the local
population dependent on inshore fishing, guidance and training to other activities is important.
Industrial sector
The industrial sector in the Project Area consists of many subsectors. At national level the
project area is specialized in the production of oil and industrial minerals, Manufacture of
machinery and equipment n.e.c. (20.6% of the national production), Other manufacturing, and
repair and installation of machinery and equipment (14.8%), Manufacture of food products,
beverages and tobacco products (19.2%), Manufacture of chemicals and chemical products
(17.5%), Manufacture of textiles, wearing apparel, leather and related products (15.7%
The main industrial centres in the Project Area are the big and medium-sized cities, and some
of the small ones. Industrial zones have been created there which are undergoing
reorganization and restructuring due to the change of ownership of the assets of come
industrial enterprises.
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Tourism
Tourism resources related to the environment


Network of protected areas

The Bulgarian Project Area is known for its attractive nature comprising of areas under
special regimes of preservation and use such as various nature reserves (biosphere and
maintained), national parks, public parks, wetlands and other protected areas.
There are 3 national parks in the Project Area (out of 10 in Bulgaria). Two of them are in the
proximity of the Danube River (Persina and Rusenski Lom) and one is located in Stara
Planina Mountain in the Northwestern planning region (Vratsa Balkan).
There four out of a total of 35 maintained nature reserves in the Project Area. They are as
follows: Srebarna, Persina Swamps, Ibisha (Tsiber Island in the Danube River), School Forest
(Western Prebalkan Mountain). Two of those maintained nature reserves, i.e. Srebarna and
Persina Swamps, have the status of protected areas of international importance. Srebarna
Nature Reserve has also an international protect status of wetlands of international
importance.
Table 19: Nature reserves in the Project Area
Name

Milka

Kitka

Beli Lom
Chuprene
Gornata
koria
Vratsa Karst

Location
Milka Island from Belene Islands, the
Danube
River
Kitka Island from Belene Islands, the
Danube
River
Eastern Danubian Plain (the valley of the
Beli
Lom River)
Western Stara Planina Mountain
(Chiprovtsi)
Western Stara Planina Mountain
(Berkovitsa)
Western Stara Planina Mountain (Vratsa)

Area
(hectares)

Biosphere
Nature
Reserve

30

Protected area of
international
importance

yes
yes

25,4
yes
773
yes
1439,2
yes
161
1438,9

yes
yes

Caves and other natural landmarks
Two of the caves in the Danube area are among the most popular tourist destinations. The
Rabisha Cave in Belogradchik Municipality (Vidin District) and the Ledenika Cave in Vratsa
Municipality (Vratsa District). The letter destination with its attractive natural site is also of
interest due to Vratsata rock phenomenon in the proximity.
Springs
The Bulgarian Danube River has other natural resources with potential for the development of
spa and wellness tourism. These are mineral springs flowing in 5 areas in the region (Vidin,
Berkovitsa - Varshets, Veliko Tarnovo, Svishtov and Pleven).
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Table 20: Locations and features of mineral springs in the Bulgarian Project Area
District/
Municipality

Vidin
Municipality

Location

Flow
l/sek

Vidin

5,5

Koshava

10

Slanotran

4,5

Barzia

20

Zamfirovo

10

Slatina

10

Varshets

20

Slanchevtsi

5,9

Dalgodeltsi

10

Temperature
Therapeutic properties
0
C
Vidin District
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
respiratory, dermal,
metabolic and endocryne
45
disorders,
arthropathy,
post-thrombophlebitis
condition, etc.
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
respiratory, dermal, metabolic and endocryne
40
disorders, arteriopathy, post-thrombophlebitis
condition
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
40
respiratory, dermal, metabolic and endocryne
disorders, arteriopathy, post-thrombophlebitis
condition
Montana District
Gastrointestinal, dermal disorders, obesity, hypotonia,
52
hypothyreosis, neurosis, menopause, prophylaxis,
prophylaxis of the locomotor apparatus, etc.
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
respiratory, dermal, metabolic and endocryne
disorders, arteriopathy, post-thrombophlebitis
46
condition, chronic heavy metal poisoning
Obesity, hypotonia, hypothyreosis, prophylaxis,
neurosis, menopause, hypertonia, prophylaxis of the
27
locomotor apparatus

Berkovitsa
Municipality
Varshets
Municipality
Yakimovo
Municipality
Veliko Tarnovo
Municipality

Polski Trambesh
Municipality

Pleven
Municipality

Dolna
Mitropolia
Municipality

Neurosis, menopause, hypertonia, thyroxicosis,
prophylaxis, prophylaxis of the locomotor apparatus
Obesity, hypotonia, hypothyreosis, prophylaxis,
50
prophylaxis of the locomotor apparatus
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological and
90
dermal disorders
Veliko Tarnovo District
38-56

Voneshta Voda

Obedinenie

80

47

Polski
Trambesh

50

46

Pleven –
Kaylaka

15

64

Grivitsa

2

47

Slavyanovo

5

47

Trustenik

4

46

Pleven District
Polski Trambesh Municipality
Liver and biliary, gastrointestinal, metabolic and
endocryne and locomotor apparatus disorders,
neurosis, gynecological, arteriopathy, postthrombophlebitis condition, prophylaxis
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
metabolic and endocryne, respiratory and dermal
disorders
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological and
dermal disorders
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
metabolic and endocryne, respiratory and dermal
disorders
Locomotor apparatus, neurological, gynecological,
metabolic and endocryne, respiratory and dermal
disorders
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Tourism resources of anthropogenic nature
A cultural and historical monument in the Danube Area was included on UNESCO’s list
because of its importance for world heritage. This are&
-

the Rock-hewn Churches of Ivanovo (Ivanovo Municipality in Ruse District)]

-

the Tomb of Sveshtari – (Isperih Municipality in razgrad District)

Remains of Roman fortresses, i.e. Bononia (in the proximity of today’s Vidin), and of Roman
cities, i.e. Nikopolis ad Istrum, founded by Emperor Trajan (in Veliko Tarnovo Muncipality),
Nove (Svishtov Municipality in Veliko Tarnovo District), were discovered within the
geographical scope of the Project Area. The foundations of basilicas from Roman times have
been preserved such as the one in the ancient city of Storgosia (which laid the foundation for
today’s Pleven). Today’s Ruse preserves the remains of the headquarters of the Roman fleet
Sexaginta Pristas (Ruse), founded by Emperor Vespasian. The remains of the Roman city
Nove were discovered and exhibited in the proximity of today’s village of Gigen (Gulyantsi).
There are some medieval cultural and historical sites which have been preserved such as the
medieval fortress Bdin and Dorostorum – Drustur (in Silistra).
Veliko Tarnovo has been established as an important tourist destination because of its cultural
and historical heritage. There are 906 cultural and historical monuments there. Valuable
monuments of material and spiritual culture have been preserved from the National Revival
Period. The following places are National Revival centres with preserved cultural and
historical monuments: Veliko Tarnovo, Gorna Oryahovitsa, Elena, Lyaskovets, the village of
Zlataritsa, Ruse and Svishtov. 267 buildings in Ruse have the status of cultural monuments.
Of certain interest to the tourists will be such historical and cultural sites from Bulgaria’s new
history as the Panorama Museum in Pleven, known as “The Pleven Epic of 1877”. The
Mausoleum – Charnel House, the Museum of General Skobelev, the Museum of “Pleven’s
Liberation in 1877”, the Pantheon of Bulgarian Enlighteners in Ruse, the Museum of Baba
Tonka, etc.
Another specific type of tourism resources of anthropogenic nature (of interest for the socalled religious tourism) is the numerous active monasteries. Numerous monasteries, about
15, are concentrated around Veliko Tarnovo. The area is known as “the Holy Mountain of
Tarnovo” and it includes the following monasteries: Preobrazhenski, Patriarsheski,
Petropavlovski, Kilifarevski, Kapinovski, Prisovski, Arbanasi, etc. The following monasteries
are located in Montana District (in PreBalkan and Stara Planina Mountains): Klisura
Monastery (Berkovitsa Municipality), St. John of Rila Chiprovtsi Monastery (Chiprovtsi
Municipality), St. John the Precursor Lopushanovo Monastery in the village of Georgi
Damyanovo.
One of the biggest sensations in the antiquity archeology is the Thracian tomb near the village
of Sveshtari (Razgrad District), which is a Thracian – Hellenic tomb dating to to the first half
of 3rd century BC.
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Table 21: Location of architectural and historical and archeological sites with the status
of cultural monuments in the Bulgarian Project Area – 2009
District

Municipality

Site

Vidin

Dimovo

The ancient and dating back to the late antiquity city of
Raciaria near the village of Archar

Vratsa

Kozloduy

The ancient fortress “Augusta” in Kaleto Area near the
village of Hurlets

Veliko Tarnovo

Veliko Tarnovo

- The old part of Veliko Tarnovo (including the hills of
Momina Fortress, Tsarevets, Trapezitsa, etc.)
- The village of Arbanasi

Veliko Tarnovo

Veliko Tarnovo

The remains of the ancient city “Nikopolis ad Istrum”
and the area of the village of Nikyup

Veliko Tarnovo

Svishtov

A historical site in the valley of the Takir Dere River

Veliko Tarnovo

Svishtov

Ancient and dating to the Late Antoquity city of Nove
near Svishtov

Ruse

Ivanovo

The Rock-Hew Churches of Ivanovo and the surrounding
area

Ruse

Ivanovo

The medieval town Cherven

Lovech

Lovech

The medieval fortress Hisarya part of Varosha Quarter
in Lovech

Lovech

Lovech

The old part of the village of Stefanovo, declared to be
an architectural site

Silistra

Silistra

The ancient settlement “Dorostorum – Drustur” in
Silistra

Pleven

Gulyantsi

The city from antiquity “Ulpia Escus” near the village of
Gigen

Razgrad

Isperih

The Thracian tomb near the village of Sveshtari (III
century BC)

Source: Register of monuments of culture in the Republic of Bulgaria. Ministry of culture

Main tourism infrastructure
The existing tourism infrastructure in the Bulgarian Project area is concentrated mainly in
several areas with established tourist destinations. The municipalities and their central cities
which attract tourist attention such as Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Pleven, Elena, Svishtov,
Berkovitsa, Varshets have high concentration of tourist accommodation facilities and high
number of bed places in them. 95,8% of all bed places in Ruse District used in tourism is
concentrated in Ruse Municipality (mainly in the municipal centre), 93,5% of all bed places
in the district are concentrated in the city of Pleven and 60,6% of the bed places are in Veliko
Tarnovo.
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Table 22: Bed places in tourist accommodation establishments
(All types) in the Bulgarian Project Area in 2008
NUTS 2 Regions
NUTS 3Districts
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area (DAT
Bulgaria total (BG)
% DAT from BG

Accommodation
establishments
84
27
20
25
12
141
67
16
39
19
225
3217
6.99%

Bed
places
276 586
3 677
651
881
1 193
952
6 766
3 802
766
1 663
535
276586
3.78%

Nights spent
including
Total
foreigners
244 487
36221
35 413
7500
51 884
4875
61 482
7954
95 708
15892
419 521
85786
221 033
40119
31 439
31819
133 761
8327
33 288
5521
664 008
122007
18295403
11802017
3.63%
1.03%

Persons staed overnight
including
Total
foreigners
131 218
15642
24 835
3354
24 433
2680
25 609
2818
56 341
6790
266 441
50599
135 315
26060
20 618
17061
86 466
4740
24 042
2738
397 659
66241
5025299
2226185
7.91%
2.98%

Source: NSI, Current statistical data. S. 2009.

Tourism infrastructure is also developed in municipalities with mountain or spa tourism.
Elena Municipality in Veliko Tarnovo District has 14 tourist accommodation facilities with a
total of 503 bed places, while Berkovitsa Municipality has 8 tourist accommodation facilities
with a total of 386 bed places and Varshets Municipality has 4 tourist facilities with 266 bed
places.
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The small municipalities around the city of Ruse (Ivanovo and Dve mogili) with available
tourism resources have underdeveloped tourism infrastructure. Tourist needs are met in Ruse.
The same discrepancy between the available tourism resources and existing infrastructure can
be observed in the municipalities around the cities of Pleven and Vidin. There is only 1 chalet
in these municipalities and 2 chalets for each of the municipalities of Veliko Tarnovo and
Ruse. Their total capacity is 602 bed places or about 45 bed places on average per chalet.
There are chalets with higher number of bed places (over 70) in the municipalities of
Berkovitsa (chalet, Montana (chalet) and Elena (Chumerna chalet (80 beds), while the chalets
in the municipalities of Georgi Damyanovo and Silistra have less than 30 bed places.

Auxiliary tourism infrastructure
Since 1995 about 20 eco-trails have been created in the southern mountainous parts of the
Project Area. They are financed by various sponsor programmes and they serve to provide
access on foot to natural and historical landmarks in protected areas. Some of the eco-trails
are located in the following municipalities:
-

Belogradchik Municipality – 2 eco-trails and 2 tourist routes;

-

Berkovitsa Municipality – 3 eco-trails with routes leading in general toward Kom
Peak (Haydushki Vodopadi eco-trail)

-

Georgi Damyanovo Municipality – Kopilovtsi Eco-trail (Kopren - Kopilovtsi) ;

-

Chiprovtsi Municipality – Deyanitsa Eco-trail;
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-

Vratsa Municipality – Eco-trail from Zgorigrad to the area of Borov Kamuk; Eco-trail
titled “Fairy-tale path in the woods”, Eco-trail “Voivodin Dol –Skaklya”;

-

Veliko Tarnovo Municipality – Kartala Eco-trail (in the proximity of the town);

-

Auxiliary tourism infrastructure complementing the development of ecological and
educational tourism in the Project area is the following one:

-

Small Bulgaria Landscape Park (Strazhitsa Municipality in Veliko Tarnovo District);

-

Vishovgrad – Sarafovo Geo-complex;

There are two ski runs in the Project Area (in Western Stara Planina Mountain) near Kom
Peak (Berkovitsa Municipality) and Parshevitsa (Vratsa Municipality). They have a small
capacity and are of regional interest, off the recognized tourist destinations for winter (ski)
tourism in Bulgaria.
For the needs of hunting and hobby tourism, hunting lodges, boxes, forest watch towers and
other facilities related to hunting tourism have been created in the four State Game-breeding
Stations in the Project Area. Here are horse stables and facilities for equine tourism in the
municipalities of Elena, Ruse and Silistra.
Tourism development
Tourism in the region has 3.8% of the beds in the country, 3.6% of spent nights and 3.3% of
revenue from accommodation. Data show that the area of the project is economically less
developed as a tourist destination. The data define the region as with a relatively low
"pressure” on the environment and socio-economic impact of tourism, measured by indicators
accommodation and beds density, measured by beds per 100 inhabitants and spent nights per
100 inhabitants.
Table 23:Main economic indicators of tourism development in the Project Area,2008, NSI

Name
Vidin
Montana
Vratsa
Pleven
Veliko Tarnovo
Ruse
Razgrad
Silistra
Name
Bulgaria total(BG)
Severozapaden
Severen Centralen
Project Area (DAT
% DAT from BG

Number of spent Occupancy
tourism nights
Rate
(All types)
beds/night
35413
61482
51884
95708
221033
133761
31439
33288

16,1
18,8
14,8
27,6
16,3
23,6
21,6
11.9

Number of spent Occupancy
tourism nights
Rate
(All types)
beds/night
18295403
436509
612006
664008
3.63%

44.3%
9.7%
17.0%
16.7%
37.60%

Revenues from nights spent
BGN
% of DAT
of wich
total
total
foreighners
1 251 571
5.13%
372 596
1 340 886
5.49%
166 475
1 552 098
6.36%
297 540
3 476 605
14.24%
960 724
8 228 158
33.69%
2 288 866
5 797 123
23.74%
1 833 312
1 146 384
4.69%
225 779
1 627 003
6.66%
493 007
Revenues from nights spent
BGN
of wich
total
% of BG total
foreighners
740 999 077
100.00%
520 658 918
7 621 160
1 797 335
1.03%
16 798 668
2.27%
4 840 964
24 419 828
3.30%
6 638 299
3.30%
1.27%
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It is observed uneven tourism development in various areas. In Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse and
Pleven districts are concentrated 65% of beds in the region, 68% of realized nights and 72%
of revenue from accommodation. The remaining part is negligible in the other five areas of
the region of Vidin, Vratsa, Montana, Razgrad and Silistra.
The tourism industry in the Project Area accounts for the revenues from accommodation
(revenues from sales). Due to lack of accurate and differentiated data about all the activities in
tourism, this analytical study uses the indicator “revenues from paid nights spent in tourist
accommodation establishments and bed places”. In 2008, bed places in the tourism sector
generated revenues in the amount of 24420,0 000 BGN, 6638,3 000 BGN of which were
generated from foreign tourists. Income from overnight accommodation is the following by
NUTS 2 regions:
-

Northwestern region –7621,2 000 BGN, 1797,3 000 BGN of which were generated
from foreign tourists;

-

North Central Region– 16 799 000 BGN, 4841,0 000 BGN of which were generated
from foreign tourists.

In the Northwestern region, Vidin and Belogradchik Municipalities have a high relative share
according to this indicator. This is where 99,6% of all revenues from overnight stay in Vidin
District were generated, including 97,6% of the revenues from foreign tourists. Three
municipalities in Montana District (Varshets, Montana, Berkovitsa) generated 76,8% of the
revenues from overnight stay in the district. The well-developed tourist functions of the
municipalities of Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse and Silistra (their municipal centres) and the basic
tourist infrastructure available there are reflected in the high relative share of revenues from
nights spent – Ruse -98,9% of the total revenues in Ruse District, Pleven – 97,5%, Silistra –
94,2% and Veliko Tarnovo – 81,3%. Three of the municipalities in Veliko Tarnovo District
(Veliko Tarnovo, Svishtov and Elena) account for 97,8% of all revenues from overnight
accommodation for tourists.
Differentiation of tourism development in communities is even more appreciable. In the
project area municipalities of Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse and Pleven fall in the group of
municipalities with high quality resources and with the highest indicators for tourism
development. In the area a better show for tourist development and municipalities Varshets,
Vidin, Silistra, Razgrad, Vratsa, Kozloduy. Other 66 municipalities or 88% of the
municipalities in the area show very low growth of tourism development, although some of
them have high quality natural resources. This clearly indicates the uneven tourist
development of the area is the result of natural, cultural and historical heritage, and here is
especially attractive the combination: large or medium city, and natural and anthropogenic
resources to exhibit and valorise existing tourism resources to the necessary extent.
With regard to tourism development in the project area it should make the following
conclusion:
 The potential for development of the Danube river is not sufficiently used for tourism
development. The reasons are many and diverse, with cross-border, national and
regional character. In the Bulgarian part of the project area a major challenge is the
lack of exposure to the cultural, historical and natural potentials, lack of well promote
regional tourism products, poor quality of infrastructure and transport and inadequate
local capacity to adapt to economic growth through tourism. The transnational and
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cross border nature of environmental damage are associated with deterioration of
water quality, damaged landscape, the lack of a common transnational strategy
covering the overall tourism development on the Danube, particularly in its
southeastern part.

7. INFRASTRUCTURE
7.1. Transport infrastructure
The transport infrastructure in the Project area comprises of point and linear components of
the road, railway, port and partially airport infrastructure.
Three out of the five Pan-European Transport Corridors crossing Bulgaria pass through the
Project Area: Pan-European Transport Corridors No 4, No7 and No 9.
-

Corridor №. 4: hold the international transport flow between Bulgaria, Romania and
Greece through the Bulgarian section of the Vidin-Sofia-Kulata in the western part of
the project area, which provides a link between the Danube river and the Aegean Sea.
The new bridge Vidin-Kalafati is under construction.

-

Corridor №. 9: conducts international transport flows between Romania and Bulgaria
by the Bulgarian section of Veliko Tarnovo, Ruse, Stara Zagora, Haskovo, KardjaliHorseshoe-Makaza. There is valid pass in the central part of the Project area (Cental
Bulgaria). On the border with Romania Corridor No. 9 crosses the border checkpoint
Rouse, and the traffic is carried over the only bridge on the Danube in Bulgaria.

-

Corridor №. 7 (Danube River): Given that there is only one bridge over the Danube in
the Bulgarian territory (in Ruse), the Corridor №. 7 does not provide the good
prerequisite for the intensification of cross-border communications in the region.

The road infrastructure in the Project Area comprises of national and municipal roads. Data
in Table No 24 shows the length of the roads from the national road network in the relevant
area.
Table 24: Length of the roads from the national road network in the Project Area
(by class of the road)
NUTS 2 Regions / NUTS 3
Districts
Republic of Bulgaria
Northwestern region
Vidin District
Montana District
Vratsa District
Pleven District
North Central Region
Veliko Tarnovo District
Ruse District
Silistra District
Razgrad District
Project Area (DAT)

Total

First-class

Second-class

Third-class

19 425
2 638
611
634
602
791
2 457
938
512
506
501
5 095

2 975
281
74
59
52
96
376
153
110
57
56
657

4 021
689
91
231
162
205
606
142
155
147
162
1 295

12 011
1 668
446
344
388
490
1 475
643
247
302
283
3 143
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Bulgaria total (BG)
% of DATfrom BG

19435
26.22%

2975
22.08%

4029
32.14%

12013
26.16%

Source: NSI

There is no highway in the area. The first-class roads are 657 km long which accounts for
22,1% of the same roads in Bulgaria. The sections of greater importance are on the following
roads: I-1 (Е79) Vidin-Sofia-Kulata; I-5 (Е9) Ruse-Veliko Tarnovo-Haskovo-Makaza/Kapitan
Andreevo; I-7 Silistra-Yambol-Elhovo- Lesovo; I-2 (Е70) Ruse - Varna; I-3 (Е83) RusePleven-Sofia.

For many years, the only transport links between the Romanian and Bulgarian border region
along the Danube river were made by the sole active bridge Ruse-Giurgiu and ferry
connections - road and railway Vidin-Calafat. Only in recent years started building a second
bridge over the Danube at Vidin-Calafat and ferry were built new links between OryahovoBeckett-Kalarash Silistra, Rousse-Giurgiu. Road and rail infrastructure in the direction of
Sofia-Vidin Corridor № 4 could not provide good service after the entry into operation of
Danube Bridge 2 at Vidin.
In order to solve the difficulties related to crossing the Project River, over the last 15 years
several ferry lines were set up, in addition to the only existing ferry line Vidin – Calafat, Lom
– Rastu, Oryahovo – Bechet, Somovit – Turnu Magurele, Svishtov – Zimnicea, Tutrakan –
Olteniţa and Silistra - Călăraşi.
The railway network comprises of several main lines and branch lines: 2nd main line - SofiaMezdra-Gorna Oryahovitsa-Kaspichan-Varna; 4th main line –Roussse-Gorna OryahovitsaStara Zagora-Podkova; 7th main line –Mezdra-Brusartsi-Vidin; 9th main line – RuseKaspichan.
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Intraregional connections are implemented via branch lines (lines branching off the main
lines) for the local traffic. The following branch lines are operating in the Project Area:
Brusartsi-Lom, Boichinovtsi-Montana-Berkovitsa Yasen (Pleven-Gulyantsi-Cherkovitsa),
Levski-Svishtov.
Water (river) transport
Although on the territory of the Danube project area are presented the main modes of
transport - rail, road, water (river), air, the inherent in the region is water (river). The Danube
is the only navigable river, which is used for the development of river (water) transport in
Bulgaria. It is a place of the cargo and passenger flows in the country with the other Danube
countries in Eastern, Central and Western Europe. Danube river and waterways are a factor
for socio-economic development as the national territory and the territories that most closely
belong to the Danube. Besides the role to stimulate the development of agriculture, fisheries,
energy and certain waterintensive industrial production the river influences the development
of surrounding areas with its transport function.
Table № 25 Key economic parameters for the transport activity of Bulgaria on the
Danube
Indicators
1. River vessels hauled
2. Tugs and pushers
3. Capacity of river vessels hauled
4. Goods transported
Including cabotage
5. River passenger ships
6. Passenger seats
7. Passengers transported

Measure
Number
Number
Thous. tones
Thous. tones
Thous. tones
Number
Number
Thousand.

2001
182
35
269
2282,9
521834
10
1394
340,1

2005
152
34
235
3 397,8
1875295
6
1144
245,9

2008
159
35
250
4021,0
4
791
232,7

Presented data highlight an unfavorable trend of reducing the fleet of the Bulgarian River
Shipping in the last 10-15 years. Thus, if in 1997 the fleet of Bulgaria's river (water) transport
there were 215 river and 12 hauled passenger ships, the number in 2008 was much smaller respectively 159 and 4. This unfavorable trend is a result of fluctuations in exports and
competition from other modes of transport (mainly road and rail-less). Existing at 2008 4
ferry lines (crossing the Danube) between the Bulgarian and Romanian ports carry freight (by
railway, trucks and passenger transport is more limited.
The level of freight transported on the Danube in 2008 is close to the level of 1990. The
reasons for this are mainly economic in nature - the restructuring of the economy, economic
crisis and the loss of some foreign markets. Another factor for the low use of the transport
function of the Danube river is a competition of international road freight. This problem has
national, not just regional (the Danube river area) dimensions.
To use the transport function of the Danube on the Bulgarian bank of the river the ports
system is built. Notwithstanding the serious reduced river transport activity at the moment, the
infrastructure of river ports has a high processing capacity and opportunities to serve the area.
The region harbors were built in Ruse, Lom, Silistra, Tutrakan, Somovit, Oryahovo, Svishtov,
Belene Somovit, Kozloduy as part of them are primarily regional importance. Capacity for
cargo handling is estimated at around 10 million tonnes in the Danube river with their current
loading - unloading technics. Investments in maintenance and development of ports in recent
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years have significantly reduced and state of the ports are not adequately meet the current
requirements as inadequate specialization of terminals, poor technical condition of the loading
- unloading port facilities and equipment, poor internal transport infrastructure, etc. The port
of Ruse comprises of three port areas – East Ruse, West Ruse and Rechna Gara. Its capacity is
20 berths for loading and unloading and 7 berths for the landing of passenger ships for
cabotage and international sailing. The port of Svishtov has 8 berths. Lom is the second
biggest port.
For the purposes of tourism, the greater is the role of passenger trips on the Danube. The main
part of transported passengers to and from Romania vary too widely - from 99.7% (2001) to
67.7% (2005). River cruises, which in the 80's and early 90's of last century, occupied a
certain proportion of the passenger river trips today are very symbolic. This is one of many
proofs that the potential of the Danube river as a transport factor is partially used, which
reflected the status of a number of other economic sectors, incl. and tourism. Although
intended for major European transport route, the Danube is less important for transport
activity in the Project Area than expected as the transport capacity of the river is used around
10-15%.
In other modes of transport the Danube project area don’t have lead features in a national
perspective.
Air transport is organized via 2 passenger airports – Ruse and Gorna Oryahovitsa. However,
both of them are experiencing difficulties with being licensed as international airports.
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Energy infrastructure
The main point elements of the energy infrastructure are power plants, transformer stations,
distribution, gas regulation stations, while the main linear ones are electricity lines (various
voltage – high, medium and low) and gas pipelines. Kozloduy NPP and several power plants
are located in the Project Area, Ruse power plant being the bigger one among them. The
regional electricity network (110 kV) comprises of 202 transformer substations with a
capacity of 11249 MVA, 63 of which service the Project Area.
The gas transmission system in the Project area consists of sections of the national ring of gas
mains, main high-pressure branches to the settlements connected to the gas distribution
network, a branch from Chiren underground gas storage facility. There are 15 gas regulation
stations (GRS) in the Project area or 22,0% of all 68 GRS in Bulgaria.
Information and communications sector
The northern part of the national optical fibre ring is in operation in the Project Area,
providing transit transmission between all centres of regional networks.
8 intercity digital exchanges have been completed in the district centres. The transmission
network is implemented via an optical fibre ring covering the centres of the regional
networks. The most important directions are backed up by digital radio relay lines.
The communications network in the Project area is evaluated as a relatively underdeveloped
with telephone density slightly below the average in Bulgaria. However, its optimization rate
is ahead of the average for Bulgaria, the degree of digitalization reaching 67,4% at the end of
2005 in the district centres.
8. CONFLICT AREAS: TOURISM – ENVIRONMENT
Activities for tourism development (mainly by building tourism infrastructure) in destinations
located in nature poses the danger of conflicts of interest related to environment damage and
infringement of the sustainable development requirements. It does not mean that tourism
development should be stopped but rather that it should be organized in a way so as to avoid
any environmental conflicts.
Overcoming the main conflict areas tourism - environment primarily relate to:


Protection of the Danube river water and reduction of water pollution

A major problem with water quality in the Danube region in Bulgaria is that waste water from
urban areas are not fully covered by sewage treatment plants and wastewater (WWTP). The
condition of existing sewerage systems in many urban areas is unsatisfactory - the networks
are obsolete, and in many localities there is a lack of WWTP built, and most of the existing
wastewater treatment plants need expansion, reconstruction and drainage. Some factories
have local treatment facilities, while others are built, but with insufficient capacity. In some
places there is unauthorized discharge of industrial wastewater.
Along the Danube there are distortions and fragmentation of habitats and habitats of plant and
animal species and changes in ecosystems in the region resulting from increased urbanization
in the region, the extraction of minerals in the river basin area, cutting of vegetation, drainage
of floodplain areas and ponds. The intensive agriculture in the region, pollution of soils and
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aquatic ecosystems, the disturbance of habitats, destruction of nesting sites and the
introduction of alien species leading to loss of biodiversity.
For the last century wetlands in the Danube region is significantly decreased. Marshes and
wetlands are most affected. From more than 20 Danube marshes are now reserved only some
of them, Garvey, Kaykusha, Silver and others. With the destruction of wetlands has
significantly decreased the number of colonies of herons and cormorants and other bird
species and populations of many amphibians and invertebrates.
This requires the implementation of measures related to integrated planning and management
of the river area with a set of interventions on infrastructure and technology for environmental
protection such as wastewater treatment plants, waste management, sanitation, soil treatment,
water treatment, supply of technical equipment for effective control of water pollution of river
systems for environmental management of ports in the Bulgarian section of Danube
(ECOPORT8), integrated management of water treatment infrastructure and waste
management.
This conflict reflects the importance of the area of environmental protection, biodiversity and
ecological balance of the whole Danube area. The interventions are associated with general
vision of the Danube all partners to preserve the environment and natural resources along the
Danube and the sustainable development of the region in which urban and economic
interventions are not at the expense of ecological status.


Improving the local natural and urban landscapes.

Currently Bulgarian localities along the Danube were turned back to the river. It is necessary
the development of Danube settlements to become organic unity with the river. In urban
master plans should lay down specific measures to liberalize the coast of abnormal activities,
construction of specific bank and ensembles from the river, typical silhouettes.
9. CONFLICT AREAS: TOURISM –HUMAN RESOURCES
One of the conflicts of interest is between the need of employees guaranteeing high-quality
services in tourism (the tourist product offered) and the quality of education and qualification
training of the employed in tourism. This gap can be noticed in the following in particular:
 Few of the potential employees trained in vocational schools have good command of
foreign languages with the exception of tourist guides, manages and some of the hotel
staff. This gap is more evident in small municipalities with tourist functions;
 Certain types of tourism with the best prospects for development in the Project Area
(ecological, cultural, rural, religious, etc.) lack an education system for potential
employees. The only exceptions are the major Cultural Tourism and Tourist Guides in
the Technical University of Ruse and the Vocational Secondary School in Cherven
Bryag with a major in rural tourism;
 Due to lack of experience and initiative (despite various incentives), entrepreneurship
in rural, ecological and other specific types of tourism is low. This is proved by the
small number of well-prepared and well-grounded projects for financing by various
beneficiaries from small municipalities with prospects for the development of such
tourism.
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10. INFRASTRUCTURE BARRIERS
Conflict of interests along the lines of tourism and infrastructural shortages
These conflicts of interests are due to the fact that there is certain imbalance between the
creation of the necessary tourism infrastructure and the scope and attractiveness of the
available tourism resources in certain parts of the Project Area. This is more valid for the
small municipalities of Slivo Pole, Ivanovo, Gulyantsi, Chiprovtsi, etc. There is also a conflict
of interests related to the gap between “tourism resources / auxiliary infrastructure (transport,
energy, water supply, etc.”. The lack of good-quality road infrastructure with roads allowing
quick and convenient access to tourist sites hampers the prospects of expanding the scope of
tourism destinations to include also smaller municipalities and tourism centres.
There is a lack of good transport connectivity between the Bulgarian and Romanian border
region of the Danube, which is crucial for successful economic development of the Danube
region as a whole. The only active bridge in Bulgarian-Romanian section of the river in the
town of Rousse. Road and rail infrastructure in the direction of Sofia-Vidin № 4 corridor
could not
Conflict of interests between tourism and regulation
One of the respective conflicts of interests is related to the omissions in the straightforward
regulation of activities pertaining to tourism development and the protection of environment,
cultural and historical heritage, etc. A blatant case in point is the absence of criteria and
standards to be taken into account in the creation of eco-trails and other specific infrastructure
for ecological tourism.
Another conflict of interests is due to the lack of clarity about the ownership of eco-trails
(municipalities, tourism companies, State Forestry Stations, etc.) and the ensuing conflict of
interests related to the liability for their maintenance and for tourists’ safety.

10. SWOT ANALYSIS
The SWOT ANALYSIS is focusing on the status and opportunities for development of
tourism sector in the Bulgarian Project area.
Strengths
 Favorable geostrategic and transportgeographical location of the Project
area, determined by the integrating
role of the Danube River with other
countries




Favorable geographic location, thanks
to the wide openess (via the Danube
river) to the European tourist markets
and Danube countries markets
Diversity of natural and
anthropogenic resources - a factor for

Weaknesses


Danube river currently plays a more
limiting role (natural barrier) rather
than an factor for effective crossborder cooperation.



Lack of well-integrated regional
information system for integrated
tourism product within the Danube
area



Poorly appreciated role of the Danube
for the development of specific forms
of tourism, incl. and under the cross55

sustainable development of the basic
types and forms of tourism - health
(spa, spa), cultural, rural, ecotourism,
hunting, mountaineering and more,
which can be developed both
independently and through effective
combined;


Positive attitude of local authorities
and businesses to develop the tourism
sector, defined as strategic for the
Danube municipalities having tourism
resources

 Image of relatively cheap, peaceful and
safe tourist destination

border exchange of tourists


Unorganized and chaotic practice of
ecological and rural tourism, often
associated with damage to natural
resources in protected and
unprotected nature



Lack of local capacity for tourism
development



Distance from the attractive tourist
centers in middle and western parts of
the Danube river area from working
Bulgarian international airports



Lack of national and regional policy
of tourism development at the macro
level (the Danube area), which
consists in the development and
promotion of basic mosaic sites of
tourist activities

 Well-developed educational
infrastructure (in the Danube
municipalities), profiled in the
preparation of personnel for tourism
 The realised projects for improvement
of tourism sector in the Bulgarian
Danube area through the
implementation of measures and
projects settled down in "CrossBorder Cooperation between Bulgaria
and Romania, the 2007 -2013"




Outlined a trend of increasing number
of projects related to development of
different forms of tourism in the
municipalities of the Bulgarian
Danube area
Evenly developed a system of river
ports (ports with the necessary
infrastructure) that are able to take
large passenger and cargo system in
the river waterway.

Opportunities


Lack of clearly recognizable national
and international image of the Danube coast
as a tourist destination

Lack of coomon tourist development
strategy in southeastern part of Danube area

Unused currently available and
sufficiently explored deposits of thermal
waters and areas with climatic conditions in
parts of the Danube area, favourable for the
development of spa and climate tourism


Highlighted discrepancy between the
existing tourist resources and tourist
infrastructure built in the small
Danube municipalities, which limits
their income from tourism



Low density of river trekking (feris,
bridges and 100 km. length of the
river) between Bulgaria and Romania



Presence of imbalances in the
development of tourism in the
Bulgarian Danube coast to the other
tourist areas of the country
Threats
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Creating the conditions for offering
integrated tourist product within the
Bulgarian Danube coast, to
consolidate its positions tourist area



A policy for wider use of the
capabilities of the Danube river as an
integrating factor for cross-border and
transnational tourism development,
linking the tourist markets of
Danubian countries and development
of common tourist products



Presence of potential risks associated
with natural disasters and bad weather
conditions: high or low waters of the
Danube, extreme temperatures, bad
weather conditions and continuous
strong impact on tourism;



Continuing underestimation of the
ecological factor as a threat to keep
the quality of living and inanimate
nature in natural complexes - the
object of tourist interest



Encouraging the development of
economic sectors directly linked to the
development of different forms of
tourism (wine and grape processing,
food industry, handicrafts, commerce,
etc.).



Possible abrupt changes with crisis
character in the international or
national economic and financial
sphere, which can act as a deterrent
factor for the development of the
tourism sector.



Strengthening the tourism interest to
the Bulgarian Danube coast through
appropriate advertising, exposure in
an appropriate manner of natural and
cultural attractions that have high
attractive, aesthetic, cognitive and
other characteristics of tourist
resources



Continually underestimating
the
competition of other regions in the
country or abroad, offering more
attractive to tourists conditions.



Lack of motivation of local authorities
to use the resources available for
development of tourism sector



Continuing underestimating the
potential of public-private partnership
for the realization of the major
projects in tourism in the smaller
municipalities Danube



Using the opportunities of EU funds
and individual donor programs for the
implementation of projects in tourism
especially the OP Regional
development and National Rural
Development Programme and other
EU programmes, including SEE
Programme.



Using the opportunities of EU
Strategy for Danube region.

11. REFERENCE TO ONGOING /COMPLETED CROSS-BORDER PROJECTS
Danube River has an important role in relations between the neighbouring Danube countries Bulgaria and Romania. Its function as the limit is set at the base of the cross-border
cooperation between the two countries. Subject to cross-border relations are the areas adjacent
to the Danube, identified as Bulgarian and Romanian Danube coast. Ties in the relations
between Bulgaria and Romania to the general interest in the Danube river occur in several
directions.
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The first strand concerns over cross-border river crossings. Inhibitory factor for
development of cross-border connections between the Danubian regions on both sides of the
river is low density of existing engineering structures for the transition (crossing) of the
Danube - bridge and ferry facilities. Unlike the average distances that are built such facilities
in the upper and middle Danube (30 km) in the Bulgarian-Romanian section (with a total
length of 470 km.) there is only one bridge and 7 ferries. By 2000 the number of possible
facilities for crossing the Danube was twice smaller. In 2011 is planning the opening of a
second bridge (railway and road) between Vidin and Calafat.
The increase in the number of facilities for crossing the Danube act as a stimulus for crossborder cooperation between the Bulgarian and Romanian regional and local authorities. These
options are set out in the agreed CBC Programme Romania - Bulgaria on 2007 -2013.
The second direction of cooperation between Bulgaria and Romania on the general interest
in the Danube river is in the joint security activities on the riverside and control the water
level. The purpose of this trend is to create the necessary conditions for maintaining the river
road in a state qualifies for safe navigation on the river and the smooth functioning as one of
the main European inland motorways.
Other important activities on the second strand include specific commitments for construction
and modernization of aids to navigation, maintenance of river bed and river banks in a state
which does not hamper shipping and other businesses along the river.
Keeping clean (environmental performance) of the river is associated with the development of
technical facilities in ports on the acceptance of waste from ships and refineries for recycling.
The third direction of cooperation is in the field of social and economic connections between
regions on both sides of the river. Activities in that direction are intensified in the last 10
years and include joint initiatives in various fields: education - Bulgarian-Romanian InterUniversity European Center - (BRMETS) acting simultaneously in Giurgiu and Ruse,
transboundary regional tourism and others.
The specific projects in this direction are presented in more detail below:
 Projects implemented under the pre-accession PHARE Programme (under the Grant
Scheme “Development of Cultural Tourism in Bulgaria”).
-

Project titled “Ruse-Ivanovo-Cherven – a Trip from the Present to the Medieval
Past”. The project is implemented in Ruse District (in the border area of the two
municipalities of Ruse and Ivanovo) in 2004-2005. It is part of a more comprehensive
project titled “European Cultural Routes in SEE”. It aims at creating and presenting a
regional cultural route including Ruse, architectural sites in Ivanovo and Cherven and
the protected national park “Rusenski Lom”. The project aims at achieving the double
goal of preserving (conservation, restoration and promotion) of the important and
idiosyncratic historical heritage along the banks of Rusenski Lom River and its
combination with the nature reserve.

-

Project titled “Renovation and Promotion of the Ancient Roman Fortress “Nove” in
Svishtov – a Joint Action for the Sustainable Development of Cultural Tourism" in
2004-2005. The project aims at reviving and presenting cultural tourism in Svishtov
by means of the ancient Roman fortress Nove on the bank of the Danube River. The
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project implementation (the creation of an integrated tourist product based on the
cultural and historical heritage) and its inclusion in the cultural tourism routes will
result in the creation of the relevant tourism infrastructure, opening new jobs, and
financial revenue generation for the municipality. Other projects for the development
of local cultural tourism have been also financed under this grant scheme:
-

Project “Cultural Tourism Development in Tutrakan Municipality”in 2006. It
envisages renovation of architectural monuments (a fisherman’s house, the
architectural ensemble “Fishermen’s Quarter” and other cultural monuments in the
municipality) and making them more attractive for tourists, and improving the
infrastructure;

-

Project “Centre of Architecture – Ulpia Escus Museum” in Gulyantsi Municipality.
The project aims to continue the excavation works and to exhibit the treasures and
remains of the ancient Roman town.

Projects implemented under PHARE Programme - “Crossborder Cooperation Bulgaria Romania”in 2005-2006
Some tourism development projects implemented under this programme are:
 Project “Together for liberty - revival of common historical past”. The project aims to
prolong already established effective cross-border collaborations, contacts and
networking through joint exchange in the fields of arts and culture between the District
of Vidin (Bulgaria) and region of Dolj (Romania).
 Project “Mapping and promotion of natural, historical and ecological resources
suitable for tourism development and drafting of Common strategy for development of
alternative tourism in the District of Pleven and the Prefecture of Olt”. The project
aims at creating better coordination and cooperation between institutions and partner
organizations in the two border areas in order to promote cross-border contacts and
create appropriate conditions for sustainable tourism development.
 Project titled “Historical and Cultural Heritage – a Foundation for Tourism
Development in Montana and Caracal”.The project aims at creating favourable
conditions for tourism development in the cross-border area of Montana and Caracal
by promoting various types of tourism (cultural, eco, rural, etc.)
 Project titled “50 Beautiful Sites along the Danube River”. Its scope covers the
majority of the Northwestern Planning Region in Bulgaria (Vidin, Montana and Vratsa
Districts) and the counties of Mehedinţi, Dolj and Olt from the Romania Project Area.
It is aimed at eco and cultural tourism development to raise the local capacity, boost
the role of key actors in the tourism sector, i.e. companies, travelling agencies, etc.
involved in tourism development, and help improve the attractiveness for tourists of
this part of the Project Area.


Project titled “Integrated Cross-border Tourism – the Future of Tourism in Nikopol
and Turnu Magurele”. The project explores the prospects for accelerated economic
development, offering high-quality and attractive tourist products. The implementation
of the project creates opportunities for promoting two joint tourist routes (“From a
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fortress to a fortress”, including Kaleto Fortress in Nikopol and Turnu Fortress in
Turnu Magurele) and a trip to the religious sites in the two cross-border areas.
 Project titled “Development of Religious Tourism in the Cross-border Region of
Ivanovo, Basarbovo, Ruse (Bulgaria) and Giurgiu, Kumana (Romania)”. The project
aims at creating a tourist trip to Orthodox Christian temples such as the rocky
ensemble in Ivanovo, Basarbovski Monastery, 8 Orthodox Christian Temples in Ruse,
11 in Giurgiu and an active monastery ensemble in Kumana Municipality, built by
Count Vlad Ţepeş, alias the Dracula.
 Project "Sustainable Development and Biodiversity Protection”. It provides for the
arrangement of a joint tourist route from Kumana (Giurgiu) to St. Dimiter Basarvovski
Monastery (Ivanovo Municipality in Ruse District), covering the majority of the
religious tourism route.
 Project "Religious Monuments of Dobrudzha: Identification and Legitimatizing". The
Project is directed to creating conditions for an open society through cross-border
collaboration, for inter-ethnical and inter-religious dialogue between the citizens of
The North and South Dobroudja and The South-East Europe in the sphere of
protection and knowledge of the spiritual and cultural-historical heritage. In North and
South Doboudja the specialists have registered, explored and on some places – exhibit
hundreds of cult monuments from the early antiquity up to The Revival. A big part of
them are unknown for the general public and are unmarked. The main objective of The
Project is to take them out of anonymity and to transform them into a basis for cultural
and religious tourism, for the needs of the education and satisfying the informative and
the religious needs of the population in the region.
 Project "Development centre for elaboration of effective models for cultural tourism in
the region of KAVARNA AND CONSTANTIA" The project aims to stimulate the
development of cultural tourism in the region of Kavarna in Bulgaria and in the region
of Constantia in Romania. More precisely the objectives are to stimulate tourist
activity, to improve the quality of the tourist product offered, to stimulate the
cooperation between the different actors working in the field of tourism, to develop
and implement innovative models in the field of cultural tourism.
 Project “Development of a Marketing Strategy for the Promotion of the Tourist
Destination of Belogradchik following the suit of Gorliski Municipality, Poland”
 Project “Exhibition of Belogradchik Fortress and the neighbouring rocky mountains
via a Sound and Lighting Installation”;Project “Eco-trail and a Cycling Park” – the
village of Baikal (Dolna Mitropolia Municipality)
 Project “Creation of Shelters and Bird-Watching Sites in the village of Baikal”.
(Dolna Mitropolia Municipality).
 Project “Green paths to future - effective use of economic potential of natural
resources". The specific objective is to identify cross-border eco-tourism destination
of the market in order to attract and increase the number of visitors and thus on the
basis of specificity and good quality services to increase the duration of their stay.
Improving the seasonal and spatial distribution of cross-border tourism in the region
and individual sites, based on integrated management and marketing of destinations
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and using various tools, techniques and systems, providing tourist information and
effective marketing.

Projects with other sponsors
 Project “Wetlands Restoration and Pollution Reduction”. The project is financed by
the Global Environment Fund and the World Bank and the beneficiary is Tutrakan
Municipality /sick/. The project aims at protecting floodplains and their ecosystems
along the Danube River (Kalimok and Brashlen marshes) and at improving the
coordination between central, regional and local authorities, local communities and
municipal authorities on such issues as land utilization policy and development
planning, raising public awareness about the need of integrating the objectives of
environmental and social and economic development;
 Project "Protection of Natural Resources by creating conditions for Ecotourism
Development” in Svishtov Municipality. The project aims at improving the conditions
for the development of ecotourism in Persina National Park and Svishtov
Municipality by protection and promotion of natural resources. The project is financed
by the Global Environment Fund and the World Bank. It is aimed at improving the
environment for ecotourism and development of eco-tourist products.
Tourism development projects supported by grants under the new grant scheme implemented
under Operational Programme “Regional Development”, Priority Axis 3 are currently being
selected and approved. 26 out of 103 Bulgarian municipalities eligible for such support are
located in the Project Area. In 2009 a new grant scheme under the same measure of OP
Regional Development was launched. The list of projects selected under the grant scheme
“Promotion of Tourist Attractions” will be finally approved in 2010.
The Rural Development Programme – 2007 -2013 specifies the municipalities in rural areas
where non-agricultural activities will be stimulated including rural tourism projects. 25 out of
103 eligible municipalities under Measure 313 are located in the Project Area. 59 out of 231
municipalities supported under Measures 311 and 312 are in the Project Area. Some of the
first projects on rural tourism development were implemented in municipalities located in
rural areas of Stara Planina Mountain in the Project Area:
 Project “Building bungalows for rural tourism in the villages of Stoychevtsi and
Shilkovtsi” in Elena Municipality (Veliko Tarnovo District);
 Project “Elena Eco-park” – a complex of 8 old village houses, farms for rural tourism
and revival of rural crafts in the village of Kilazhevtsi, Elena Municipality (Veliko
Tarnovo District).
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